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For et1ery subscl'iption accompanied by the full pl'ice, 
$2,50 received between this date and Dec. 31, 1878, w e 
will s~nd f( The Educational Weekly" /1'ee Ull.Jan. l' 
1880, This affords those whose subscriptions al'e ex-
iring an extraordinal'y opportunity to rene w at r ed ,ltc ~d ·rates, .if hundl'ell d'iffm'ent subscribers ought to !ake 
advantage of this offe:" evel·y .week until the end oj the 
year. In order that teaclttrs wlto do not now take Ute 
.. Weekly" may know of tlte opportunity we offer tltem, 
our readel's, espec'ially superi.ntendents and princilJals, 
must take pains to announce it. T1!-e soo,,:er we l'eceive 
,"'e remittance the more the subscriber toill get for his 
money. HurrYI up YOU1' subscriptions and l'enewals, 
If you have a copy of No. 87 lying about yo!.!r room which 
you are not anxious to preserve, you will confer a favor 011 us 
by sending it to us, and will have your subscription duly extend-
ed. If you desire to receive credit do not fail to send us your 
name and P. O. address with the returned paper. 
The school men of Ohio seem to have gone to work in earnest 
in the interest of ungraded schools. Four or five quite success-
ful mass-meetings have been held in different parts of the state, 
for the purpose of creating a sentiment in. favor of county super-
VISion. It is high· time that something was done in this direc-
tion. Not that the country schools of Ohio are so m_uch worse 
than those of other states, but the}' nrc so far below what they 
might be. 
All the friends of Oberlin College,-and their n. me i, le -
gion-have been pained by the re ent newspaper reJ)on of im-
proper conduct upon the part of some of its students. As uSl1.I1 
these reports have been overdrawn to a considerable extent, . 
we know from direct information. But the facts without beina: 
exagge~ated are painful. The astonishment felt by the 0111 -
munity, even in this day of scandals, is a high coml>liment to the 
hitherto irreproachable character of the institution. It h the 
sympathy of all who know how impossible it is to guard t all 
times against the foolishn ess of giddy girl and the ml hlef 0( 
reckless boys. 
The Century Club of New York City, of ,,·hich the late Wil . 
liam Cullen Bryant w~ one of the founders :and the bright~"ii t 
ornament, held a memorial service in his honor at a re~nt meet -
ing. Poems were prepared for the occasion by Bayan! Ta -lor, 
R. H. Stoddard, and E. C. Stedman, and four fine ponmit f 
the distinguished dead were exhibited. ne of the best add 
which have been called forth by the life and Chllfll ter of Ir. 
Bryant was delivered by Mr. John Bigelow, one of hi olde t Mil 
most intimate aSsociates. 
The lessons of Mr. Byrant's life are ine. haw lible. They are 
so obtrusive and so far beyond the practice of ordinary momL, 
and yet are so evidently within the po ibilities:and the dllty uf 
most of us, that they arouse a feeling within whi h hoWl! III th t 
we are near of kin to those old Greek who astra lsed Arl tidts 
because they were tired of hearing him called "the Just ." 
The Ni!W Eng/ami Jour"al has Bgllin done the Wit Itt.\' dl _ 
tinguished honor, and placed us under oblljf.ltion. In t"o re-
cent issues it has devoted four column to pretenrll!d review of 
the though~s expressed by the WRRItLV upon the annual TCl>on 
of city school superi'lltendents. It Ivise.!y quOt ,pi mea.I, 
nearly the whole of ollr two articles, and thUS'adroitly I)rinkles 
enough salt into -its four columns to keep them from being lIuerly 
insipid. However, there is another redeeming i um an of 
which it would be hardly just to deny our ontemponary the 
benefit. "To know one's self," especially in the line Qf infirmi -
ties, is always a merit , and, although we h:1\" never th ught thl 
to be one of the J ournals mo t on pi uou virtu , it giv I 
real pleasure- to observe that it is so sensible of the we knea of 
its two articles that (or very shame it denies them their binhrlghl 
and consigns them anonymously to the contri IItor' column. 
as utterly unworthy of the paternal name. ' in 'e it leel so dl . 
graced by its own offspring, it will appreci te ur d Ii Y and 
consideration in making no further allu ion to the USc! or It 
mortification . 
But now why cannot our esteemed neighhur join in d iOIl 
in a dignified and courteous way, when it reel called "llOn to 
dissent? When it criticises us in nything like polite plrit, 
no matter how severely, it may be ured we .halltrcat it with 
all deference. We are working for ",hat we believe to be the 
interest of the great cause of edu tion ; and we lin: :onfident 
that our contemporary is doing the me. ow we venture I 
think that an honest, respectful discu ion between u upon any 
live issue in regard to which our on vi tion. really dllTer would 
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be of interest to our readers and of advantage to the cause we 
represent. But we confess we do not like to have our integrity 
or our motives brought into question every time an allusion to 
.us is made. 
The ignorance and negligence of teachers in regard to proper 
~re of the eye-sight of children can be excused only by the 
greater ignorance and negligence of parents themselves. In fact 
it is not always within the power of teachers to apply what in-
formation they may have upon this matter. They cannot recon-
struct sGhool-houses even if they know wherein ihey are faulty. 
But ' there are many precautions which they can take, but which 
they do not generally talf.e" Dr. Leffingwell's contribution in 
another column will be found very useful. ' 
One of the strangest things to be met with in school is the op-
position to wearing glasses exhibited by near-sighted pupils. The 
fear of becoming conspicuous and of being laughed at causes man y 
to object, while the expense influences others. But it is a mis-
take to think that every child who is near-sighted should wear 
glasses. There are certain cases, as oculists tell us, in which it 
is best, for the time at least, not to mike use of the artifici~l 
helps. But not only present comfort and convenience but the 
future good of the chill makes it the duty of the teacher, to have 
every case of short vision in his room examined by competent 
authority, and to insist upon having suitable glasses furnished in 
every instance where the contrary is not advised. 
As to what a severe strain' upon the eyes ~ cau~ed by map-
study, we have an illustration which will be appreciated at least 
by all users of the Eclectic Series of Geographies, and who will 
. join in our regrets that tbe loss is as great as itis. and also in our 
,congratulations that it is no greater than it is. Many readers 
probably do not know that the exceptionally fine maps of this 
series are largely the product not only of the literary but also of 
the artistic skill of Mr. H. H. Vail, a member of the publishing 
drm. He is a most skiliful and enthusiastic hand with the burin. 
Some months ago because of excessive map labor his sight failed 
him, and grave fears were entertained of most serious disability. 
But rest and treatment have secured restoration; and his sight, 
a!! of old, now performs any service, with one exception. The 
moment he begins to "read" a map painful results follow, and 
this kind of work he has had to abandon entirely. -The moral 
of all which is, The study ot a map is much more trying to the 
eye than 8.;ny other kind of study. 
have grown from poverty to wealth by gradual and legitimate 
processes. A penny saved is two pennies earned-that is, of 
co'urse, if wisely saved. . 
But we did not set out to write a discourse on "Saving 
Crumbs." But many texts are' afforded by the people who use 
paper, envelope, and stamp, instead of a postal card, to send a 
small item of business, or whose sense of .the "fitness of things" 
is so highly developed that they always send a full sheef even if 
their letter Goes not cover a half-page. It must be that there are 
people who judge it is vulgar to use postal cards, and who think 
they would be disgraced if they did not spoil a whole sheet of 
paper in sending a brief epistle. If we could only get all our 
correspondents who belong to this genus to "club" together and 
to send to us their clean half·sheets unmu ;sed and oy the half-
ream, it is possible that we might be induced to offer them a 
chromo as a premIum. 
Now ,it should be understood that in this effusion we ate wdt-
ing for the benefit of ~ankind in general, and we hope that our 
readers will not bethink themselves to apply our remarks to their 
own practice. Otherwise we shall be obliged to-. But we have 
said enough.on this point. 
What a good thing it would be if we could only distribute a 
few of these gratuitous half-sheets to those over-economical peo-
ple who writl' .u[>on both sides of their paper when writing for 
the printer! In yOllr sdving don't forget to save-the printer, 
in this respect. . 
But it is time to announce.the text of our sermon. It is found ' 
in the address of Mr. Bigelow above referred to. and it 'strikes us ' 
~.s one of peculi:!r value. However, it woul9 hardly be wise to 
read it to your class in composition', unless you supplement it with 
a stronger expositIOn of the text: "Circumstances Alter Cases." 
Dr. Johnson makes it a reproach to Pope that he wrote his translation of 
the "Iliad" upon the backs of old leiters. I take leave to mention to tlte 
honor of Mr. Bryant that he rarely wrote for the Evming Post upon anYthing 
else, not as Johnson intimated in the case of Pope from a penny·wise and 
pound. foolish parsimony, hut from a.principle which was one of the logical 
consequences of his theory 'of human responsibility. His table was filled with 
old letters on their way to the paper mill . They were as serviceable for his 
editorial work as if they were fresh from it. He used them because he be-
lieved that everybody in the world was made the poorer by everything that is 
wa::ted, at1tl no one so much as he who wastes, for he experiences a waste of 
character as well as of property. 
REFORM IN ENGLISH SPELLING. 
THE day has gone by when there was any use in arguing against ' UTILIZE THE SCRAPS. spelling reform. If the movement is impeded or staid it ]l'ill 
WE spend many words in praise and exposition of the art of not be by reasoning on the case, for the simple fact that the ar-making money. But most people think they know by , guments are all on the otherside, and that they are unanswerable. 
practice more about economizing than they do about accumulat- The only thing that can hinder the coming of the reform is the 
ing. However, we never class the art of saving among 'our fine difficulty of arousing the co~munity. It is the inertia ~f cus-
arts. The "divine philosophy" of getting ,uch is, to the com- tom and not the force of argument that is to be dreaded. 
mon mind, ~ll included in the philosophy of '·making." The We know of only two distinguished men who have taken it 
mass of mankind never save ,by philosophy, but rather by acci- upon t,hemselves to oppose systematic changes in our orthogra-
dent. There is but one occ'asion upon which they seem to be fully phy. They are Dean Trench and Richard Grant White; both 
impress~d with the importance of economy, and that is at the time of them men worthy of great respect. But Dean Trench's senol-
of purchase. They will higgle at the counter over a five-cent arship is not commensurate with his popularity, as anyone will 
piece, and throwaway daily five times the amount in the ash be convinced by reading the essay of Prof. Whitney, ill which 
heap, in the apple or potato bin, or in the garbage barrel. It is hr examines some of the Dean's etymological vagaries. Richard 
a very common observation that a German family will thrive on GI ant White is so ultra and reactionary that his opinions do not 
what an American family throws away. Wise economy is not carry the weight to which he would be otherwise be entitled. 
one of our national characteristics. And yet there is more in On the other hand among the open and avowed advo~tes of 
saving t4an in making, as the history of all men declares, who reform and who are lending their influence more or lesSdlTectly 
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to the present effort are the following:-In England, Wm. E. 
Gladstone, one of England's greatest scholars and statesmen: 
Max Muller the most distinguished philological scholar in the 
world, and Professor of Sanskrit .and Comparative Philology 
in Oxford University, England; Alex. Bain, one of the most 
eminent philosophers and educationists. of Qur time; Dr. Meikle-
john, Professor of History and the Art of Education in the 
University ofSt. Andrews; Dr. R. G. Latham; Richard Morris; 
Rev. W. W. Skeat, and Prof. Marsh, all of whom are recognized 
the world over as the highest authority in· their particular~depart­
ment of the study of English language and literature. Besides 
these there is Charles Reed,· the honored chairman of the London 
School Board; Otto Trevelyan, the nephew and biographer of 
the late Lora Macaulay; Charles Mackay, the poet; Helen Tay. 
lor~ member of the London Schooll!::>ard, and distinguished for 
her attainments as well as fo r her relation to the late John Stuart 
Mill; Dr. Morell, and Rev. J. R. Byrne, H. M's inspectors of 
. schools. Nor must we omit two of England's honored dead, Dr, 
Thirlwall, the distinguished historian of Greece, and 1.ord Lyt-
tou', the novelist and statesman. 
In America, likewise, our most eminent philologistsare decided-
ly in favor of reform. Prof. Whitney, of Yale, Prof. March, of 
Lafayette, and Prof. H'lldeman, of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, have each published essays or addresses in favor of pho-
netic spelling, as did also the late Prof. Hadley of Yale. The 
. legislat.ures of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and other states have 
appointed committees to consider the feasibility of printing 
state papers in a reformed spelling. A permanent organization 
known as the Spelling Reform Association is .doing active work. 
Its President is Prof. March, of Lafayette College. The Vice 
Presidents are Prof. Whitney, Prof. Haldeman, W. T. Harris, 
Superintendent of Schools, St. Louis, C. K. Nelson, St. John'·s 
College, Annapolis, E. Jones, Liverpool, and Eliza Burns, New 
York. Its Secretary is Melvil Dewey, P. O. ·Box, 260, Boston, 
who is glad to correspond with all inquirers. 
In December, 1876, the L 'lUdon School Board, by a vote of 
26 to 6, passed a resolution, declaring it desirable that the gov. 
ernment should be moved to issue a royal commission for con. 
sidering the best manner of reforming and symplifyillg our meth-
od of spelling. Upon · invitation over one hundred school 
boards joined in the petition, including the Boards of Liver-
pool, Birmingham, and Wolverhampton. To give greater force 
to the movement, a call was issued for a general conference on 
_ the 27th of May 1877. The call was signed by Prof. Max MUller, 
followed by 78 other persons such as we have named. The LOIl-
don Society of Arts gave its rooms for the accommodation of 
the Conference, and the London papers published reports of .the 
proceeding~, the Times devoting nearly two columns. The ne. 
cessity for some revision of English spelling has b~en urged fre· 
quently of late years by meetings of the Natipnal Society for the 
PrOmotion of Social Science, of the London Philological Society, 
and of. the College of Preceptors. The National U nioll of Ele· 
mentary Teachers in April 1877 passed a resolution calling on 
the government to ap[Joint a committee to inquirl! into the mat-
ter of spelling reform. 
The commission was appointed we believe, althou·gh no reo 
port from it has yet come to our notice. Last summer several 
of the state teachers' associatiQns passed resolutions endorsing a 
memoriaf to Congress prepared and signed by a, number of our 
most prominent linguistic scholars, and which !S explained by 
the following letter from Frof. F. A. March, Professor of Com· 
paralive Philology in La Fayette College, Easton, Pa., and 
President of the Spelling Reform Associatiori. It was written 
to Mr. Wm. Winston Valentine, of Richmond, Va., some tilll\! 
last summer preceding the July meeting of the Virginia Educa. 
tional Association. 
To Wm. Wins/o" Valtn/i""o/ Ric/;",o"tI, Va. 
" DEAR SIR: I take for granted that you are in f"vor of reformina our 
spelling if we knew how. All .tud~nls of comparalivc ph.ilology aecm 10 
agree -upon that. Thc Bulldi" of Ihe American Reror::l A oci&tion, whIch 
I send you, tells about the movement in this country. We arc tryinll to con. 
centrate public sentiment on the subject, especially that of Ichol .... and edu. 
cators. I do not know whether it hu ever been brought before your lI.ate 
teacbers. Perhaps you may be disposed to move in tbe maUer. t hall be 
very glad to learn that it is so. We are moYing for lIate action in annther 
way. I send you an address of mine before the conycntion at PhiladelphiA, 
on page 14 of whicb you will find the scheme. Action bill been lAltcn in 
Connecticut, Massachusetls, Pennsylvania, New York, Iowa, and Wisconsin, 
and is likely to be successful in all of them. The plan of IlCIi n hili been to 
slip the resolution tbrough, without exciting debate, by getting a few leading 
members in each hOEse to ask members to vole f"r it al .. meaaure tha: can 
do no harm,. and will please the scholars. The scbeme contain., no politica, 
no money,-nothing, indeed, that politicians care for-..d Ibey willid it go. 
It has created no opposition in any lIate I!:ua far. We do not bope 10 intro. 
duce any particular plan of new spelling in this way, but bope thai the com. 
missioners will report that something ougbt to be done to help our 5,500,000 
illiterates, and that it is plain that amended lpellln, _.,It! help them, but 
that Joint action was needed, and tbat it il best to memoriah&C Convas. 
When in Congress we may get a commlaaion to report in favor of unl n with 
England in the matter, and a joint commlaaion like that ror weighta and meas • 
ures, or silver coin. 
Then the joint ~ommission may aercc upon some amendments which we 
\ may adopt. ThIS is surely an honest measure (or any scholar or any state to 
be engaged in. Vou know about the movement in Eneland, wl .. :';e, III in 
Germany, it is gelting to be fully recogni&ed tbat tbis is one of tbe ileal prob. 
lems of .tat~8man8hip and of social Icience. Do you nol know SOlDO of lhe 
Virgini~ legislators whom you can interest in pas.ln& web a resolution 1 
Very truly youn, F. A. MAR t. 
It is greatly to be desired that, at their holiday mcetinlP, the 
teachers of ILlinois, Indiana, Michi}tan, and other st tes hould 
pass resolutions endorsing the memorial, and praying their own 
legislatures to take action in regard to the maner. It i:l of great 
importance that an influential committee should be appointed by 
each association to see. that such a memorial i brought in the 
best way possible to the attention of the legisl;uure, and that 
everything is done to ~ecu re favorable action, as Prof. March 
suggests. 
We are glad to be informed that the Board of Education of 
Chicago, under the leadership of upt. Doty and hool Inspec. 
tor English, has already taken very important steps toward bring. 
ing the subject prominently to the attention of the whole com. 
munity, If a few more boards should become interested aner 
the manner of the London and Chicago School Boards, good reo 
suits would follow. 
SPELLlNG REFORM. 
THE following article in oppo ition to pel!ing. rcform WII sent 
to us lru:t ,July by a m.ember of the bar of Uloollli"~ton, III . 
Our own position upon thiS question is well und\!l'Stoorl. The 
publication of the ~rtic1e has be n delayed Wilh the author'. 
kind consent in order that the editor might be able to extract 
from ~he writin~s of d~stinguishl!d scholars and linguists passages 
touchmg the pomts raised by our Bloomington (riend. However 
so swiftly does tempus fu~;t in our office, it has not been POSSibl~ 
to consul~ the works we wish to, or to make as perfect an answer 
as we desire. But at the conclusion o( our contributor's argu-
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ment ,,:e present sO.me passages .which we happen to have at hand. 
Corresponding portions of the two articles are to be read to-
gether, contrasting the opinions expressed npon the same point 
by Mr. D. H. Pingrey on the one side, and by Max MUller, Prof. 
Whitney, Lord Lytton and other distinguished scholars upon the 
other side. 
SPELLING REFORM. 
By D. H . PINGRY, Esq., Bloomington, Ill. 
I. The so-called spelling reform. is not an improvement, and, if adopted, 
will work injury to the English language. Periodically an epidemic seems to 
perVade a1l classes, an epidemic generally called "Ref';"m," though it dis-
. forms whatever it seizes. 
IL. If phonotopy was adopted by the people who speak the English lan-
guage, it would ohliterate .the bistory of our words, thereby taking away the spirit 
and SOUl of English speech. Words, like i people, have an ancestry, ~hich 
is ofttimes the most important part of themselves. Blot out this pedigree and 
the vitality is gone. Spelling reform would utterly and irreparably destroy 
the history of words now employed in our language; words could not be 
identified, and their meanings would be lifeless. The Greek language, and 
.also th~ German, might be wdtten as spoken, because they are complete 
wlthin .themselves, and the origin of their ~ords lies in their own language. 
Not so wifl\ the English no r the French. If we follow up the origin of the 
English words we are led to the Latin, Greek, Swedish, Gaelic, Gothic, Dan-
ish, Welsh, German, Dutch, French, and Anglo-Saxon roots and derivatives. 
But many of our words are traced to the Latin. So soon as the" spelling re-
form" is adopted, then we obliterate all these sources from which our lan-
guage is Inade. Cutting off all these' tributaries in adopting phonotopy, is 
like turning away all the rills and streams from the river, leaving nothing but 
the river bed, 'dry ' . parched, and sandy._ 
III. Every word has two lives,-as a spoken and a wriiten word. Pho-
netic spelling would destroy the written word . . Now the written word exists as 
much for the eye in our country, where reading is universal, as the spoken 
does for the ear. 
IV. Phonetic spelling would have to chanbe, as pronunciation changfs, or 
else there would be a diffe~ence between the spelling and pronunciation of the 
word. In order to meet -this the characters would be changed; and in time 
there is no telling what would become of our language. Bacon calls thIS 
"spelling reform" "a branch of unprofitable subtlety ;" that, by its adoption, 
.. the d'erivatio!1 'of words, especially from foreign languages, are utterly de-
faced and extinguished" Trench says: .. The gains consequent upon the 
introd}1ction of such a change as is proposed (phonetic spelling) would be 
insiguificantly small, while the losses would be ~'normously great. 
V. "Speiling reform" is a movement to place the educated in the condi-
tion and under the disadvantage of the ignorant and uneducated. Instead of 
putting the educated on a level with the ignorant,. far better educate the ig-
norant. 
VI. The" spelling reform" agitated now is no new thine:. France, in 
the sixteenth century, and again in 1831-2, attempted to introduce phonetic 
~pelling, but the results were bad to contemplate. What would an educated 
Frenchman think to see "temps" spelled "tems?" .. Tems" cannot be 
t~aced to the Latin" tempus," nor" tempo;" or with the Spanish" tiempo." 
Then, if the" p" be omitted in "temps," how call we trace" temporel " and 
" temporaire ?" Take the word "malignity," and what relation does it bear 
to "maline" (malign)? So soon as the" g" is dropped in " malign," then 
the derivatives of that ' word lose their history and become independcn~; 
Omit the" c" in "indict," and the origin of the word is lost, and it could 
never be traced to th~ I:atin "mdicere." Spell" philosophy" according to 
phonetics, and we have "fil050fi." Its relation to the Greek .. oP,1..ocJ6</>ta " 
has di~appeared, and it becomes lifeless. 
VII. Tbus but few of the objections have be!'n brought forth in this 
sbort article. But these few. show that "spelling reform" is a fallacy; and 
ought to be resisted. 
SPELLING REFORM. 
BY THE GREATEST STUDENTS OF OUR ENGLISH SPEECH. 
I. Lord Bulwer Lytton declared: "A more lying, .roundabout, puzzle-
headed delusion than that by which we confuse the clear instincts of truth in 
our accursed system of spelling was never concocted by the father .of fulse~ 
hood. How can a system of education flourish that begins by so monstrous It 
falsehood, which the sense of hea.ring suffices to contradict?" 
II. Says Max Milller: "Suppose phonetic spelling should destroy the hls-
tolric character of our language. Wbat of it? Did not the Reform·ation. de-
stroy the historic character of the English church? Did not the American 
Revolution destroy the historic character of the American coloni~s? 'Can any 
such sentimental grievance outweigh the practical advantages of these revo-
lutions? If there is any value in the historic element, it lies only in its 
power to call up pleasing associations In the mind of the learned, of those wh() 
are already more or less familiar with the sources from which our words 
come. Tbe relative number. of these persons IS very small. These associa-
tions are an aristocratic luxury, and by no means a 'popular benefit_ Such. a 
satisfaction is a supremely selfish one, and most unjuslly obtained at .the . ex-
pense of the convenience and advantage of the great public Qf writers and 
speakers." . "Language is not made for scholars and etymologists: and if 
the whole race of Eng ish etymologists were really to be swept away by the 
i"troduction of spelling reform, I hope, they·. would be the first to rejoice in 
sacrficing themselves in so go.od a cause." . 
"If the etymological connection is seen betweengtntlm,anlj and gintleil,an-
like; why should not the connection ju;t as plainly appear if the last syllable 
were written Ii instead of ly? If we feel that think and thought, bring and 
brought, buy and bought, belong together, why should we feel it less, if we 
wrote thot, brot and bot? Because the Italians write filos%, are they less 
, aware than the En.lish that they have before them the ' Latin philosophus, 
and the Greek </>,A.O<104>0'? If we writ~ / in fancy, why nolt in phantom, botb 
coming' from the same root? A language which tolerates vial for phial, 
need I)ot shiver at filoso/er." 
But what is historic spelling? In Queen Elizabeth's time they wrote . 
plesure, tnesure, andftth..... Tung and yung, as spelt by Spenser, are more 
hi~toric than our tongue or you"./{. Why do we write SCtnt when even Milton 
wrote stnt? Why ache instead of Shakspeare's ake ? This list might be in-
definitely extended frum the works of Milller, Whitney, and other writers on 
this subject. Says Max Milller: "If anybody will tell me at what date we are 
to consider etymological spelling to begin, wh.ether at 15.0.0 A. D., or 10.0.0 A-
D., or at 50.0 A. D.,.I am willing to discuss the question. Till then I beg leave 
t.o say that etymological spelling would play ' greater havoc in English than 
ph9netic spelling, even if we Were to draw the line not more than 500 years' 
back." 
J.II. Prof. Whitney says in substance: What is the English language? 
Is it that which we see or that which we hear? Our language is that which 
we utter; it is !peech, not spelling. Writing is but the hand-maid of speech· 
Now it is not ~peech, but mer~ly the symbols of speech, that is involved. 
IV. Of the English language since from 'before the time of King Alf~ed 
we. have abundant monuments. Upon this point Prof. Whitney remarks: 
"The chief difficulty with these old monuments which we have as illustrations 
of the history of our language is the fact that they are so little regardful of the 
phonetic principle. The Ormulum of the Semi-Saxon period (IIS.o· I2S.o) is 
of little value for its matter. But as .: linguistic monument it is of the highest 
value, from the fact that its author was a phonetic fanatic, and wrote his 
tedious poem in ~ consistent mode of spelhng of his own, and thus throws a 
vast amount of light' upon the condition.of the spoken language of his time." 
Prof. March in his address as President of the American Philological Asso-
eiation in 1874, makes this ~ssertion: "A changeless orthography destroys the 
material for etymological study, and written records are valuable to the phllo-
gist just :n proportion as they are accurate records of speech as spoken from 
year to year. . 
V. Prof. Whitney says: If we wish tbe English language to spread, and to 
become the world language, we ha,ve no right to hand it down to posteritr 
with a mill·stone about its neck. * * * That the phonetic sense of t1le com-
munity needs training, there is no better evidence than the fact tha.t the Eng-
' lish speaker has his sense of thet fitness of things so debauched by. a vicious 
training that. he is capable of regarding an historical spelling as preferable to 
phonetic spelling; that he can possibly think it better to write our words as 
we imagine somebody else pronounced them a lon'g time ago. than as we pro-
nounce them ourselves. * * * If our spelling and pronunciation were more 
stnctly in accord, every effort to preserve the spelling would likew~e tepd to 
perpetuate the pronunciation. A phonetic orthography would become an a~­
tboritative and intelligible st~dard of pronunciation, and thus directly t:nd 
to remove the more marked differences of usage between cultivated speakett 
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of different localities." Says Max Milller again: "There is an argument 
mOle serious than all othets. It is the actual mischief done hy subjecting 
young minds to the illogical and . tedi 'U6 drudgery of learning t~ read ~nd 
write English as spelled at present. Everything they have to learn m spelhng 
and pronunciation is irrational; one rule contradicts another, and each state-
ment has to be accepted simFly on authority, and with a complete disregar.d of 
all those rati.)nal instincts which lie dormant in the child, and which it is the 
highest function of education to awaken by every kind of healthy exercise. , I 
know there are persons who can defend anythmg, and who hold that it is due 
to this very discipline that the English character is what it is; that it retains 
. respect for authority; that it d~es not req uire . a reason for everything; and 
that it does not admit that what is inconceivable is therefore impossible. Even 
English orthodoxy has been tr:Ced back to this hidden souro.e. A child ac· 
customed to believe that t-h·o-u-g-h is '''oug'' , and that t-h-r·o-u-g·h is 
'''raug'' will afterwards believe anything." 
VJ.. . See rejoinder, No. II. 
VII . Says Prof. Whitney: "Every theoretical and practical consi<leration 
weighs heavily in favor of reform. There is absolutely no argument ag.\inst 
it, excepting one- ·the inconvenience of making ' the change. No one can 
. defend the present system of spelling. Everyone must admit its serious 'injury 
to the cause of education, and the l:reat trouble it causes us throughout life. 
The practical advantages of phonetic spelling cannot be denied." . 
Max Milller says: "If my friends tell me that the idea of reform is entirely 
. Quixotic, that it is a mere waste of time to try to in fluence a whole nation t~ 
surrender its historical orthography and to write phonetically, I bow to their 
superior wisdom as men of the world. But as I am not a man of the world, 
-but rather an observer of the world, my interest in the subject, my convictions 
as to what is right and wrong, remain just the same. It is the duty of scholar;; 
and philosophers not to shrink from holding and expressing what .men of the 
world call Quixotic opinions; for if r read the history of the world aright, the 
victory of reason over unreason, and the whole progress of our race, have 
generally been achieved by such fools as ourselves 'rushing in where angels 
fear to tread ,' till after a time the track becomes beaten and' even angels are 
no longer afraid. * * * The whole matter is no longer a matter of argument 
and the oider I grow, the more I feel convinced that nothing vexes people so; 
much, and hardens them in their unbelief and in their dogged resistance to 
reform, as undeniable facts and unanswerable arguments. * * * Bllt a reform 
of spelling is sooner or later inevitable. * * * * Germany has appointed a 
government co mmission to consider what is to be d~ne with German spelling. : 
In America, too, some leading statesltlen seem inclined to take up the reform 
of spelling upon national grounds. IS there no statesman in England ~uffi­
ciently proof against ridicule to call the attention of Parliament to what is a 
growing national mlsfortune?" 
REVIEWS. 
Forbriger's Patm' Drawing Tab/ets. I'repared especially Jor use in Public 
Schools. By Arthur Forbriger, Superintendent of Drawing in lhe Cincin-
nati Public Schools. Jones Brothers & Co., Publishers, Cincinnati, Phila-
delphia, and Chicago. ' Pric.e, 15.20, and 30 cen.ts. Supplies . for . first i!,-
troduction at 331} per c~nt dIscount. Sa~p!e copIes for exam matI on WIll 
be 'sent postpaid on receIpt of one· half pnce. 
These tablets are worthy of a careful examination by every 
superintendent and principal. A somewhat close study of the 
whole series has convinced us of their superior value, and partic-
ularly of their adaptability to the graded public schools. They 
have the full recommendation of the superintendent and princi-
, pals of the public schools of Cincinnati, where they have been 
in use for three years or more, as well as 'of several other well-
known superintendents in Ohio. The first impression on exam-
ining them 'is not favorable; they seem cheap and incomplete, 
-but the very features which distinguish them from the popular 
systems- as presented in books are the ones which will be found 
to most strongly commend them. Prof. Forbriger avoided the 
book form intentionally. He does not think it favorable to the 
pupil's thorough and steady advancement to have an open book, 
from which he may copy what he pleases, ~nd the exercises of 
which he JIlay become familiar with long before he has mastered 
tl)e simpler elements. For this reason he has bound up the 
several sheets, containing the exercises; into tablets with sealed 
edges, so that only the outside one is to be seen and used, until 
the teacher gives instructions to remove it; and then a new ex-
ercise is presented to the eye of the pupil-apparently au out-
growth of what he has been engaged upon, and yet new and in-
teresting. This preserves each new page clean and fresh, and 
the iI)terest and enthusiasm of the pupil are constantly increMing 
as he progresses . 
The successi.ve exercises are developed gradually and very 
. carefully from the preceding, and geometrical forms and figures 
are mostly used as the basis of construction. There are seven 
Tablets; in: the seventh, elementary perspective is taken up and 
briefly illustrated. The'l>rogressive features of the course con-
sist in drawing similar exercises on a larger scale. Each Tablet 
opens with a few forms which are in part a repetition of those of 
the last preceding Tablet. 
Accompanying the Tablets are seven Teacher' s Manuals, which 
are intended to serv~ as guides to the teacher in conducting the 
course of instruction, and are furnished without charge. By the 
aid of these it becomes possible for even the untaught and un-
skillful teacher to teach the snbject of drawing as she teaches 
other subjects in the cla<;s-room. No "special teacher" is 
needed. Blank pages are occasillnally inserted in the Tablets to 
be used for inventive drawing or designing or for dictation or 
memory drawing. 
In form and size the Tablets are convenient and durable; 
they cannot become soiled; they always present a hard, smooth 
surface for the pencil; and their compactness facilitates work at 
the desk where two pupils sit together. The exercises nre not 
so much of the ornamental kind as of the useful. the V1\lue of in-
dustrial drawing having been kept iD mind by tbe author. An 
important consideration in favor of these Tablca; is thus pre-
sented by the publishers: "After the exercises are completed, 
the sheets, beiDg separated (rom the Tablets, may be preserved, 
and each lesson of the clnss .kept together, in envelopes prepared 
for that purpose, correspondingly numbered on the outside. It 
will be found much less tedious to examine lrom fort y to fifty 
sheets of one lesson, than to handle (rom forty to finy books, and 
search for the particular lesson in each. This point will be found 
of special convenience when classes receive vi. its (rom trustees, 
sch')ol authorities and other persons, for the purpose of examin-
ing the progress made." From our personal observation of the 
lise of these books in Mr. Forbriger's hands we Me prepared to" 
give them very high endorsement as to convenience. cheapnes.'1, 
and educational and artistic merit. 
Lo .. ger E"~/i.s" p_. with notcs, philological and explanatory, and an In . 
troduction on the teachina o( Enali1h. ChleOy (or use In school. Edited 
by J. W. Hales, M. A., Lecturer in Englilh Uteratu", and Clu leal Com. 
position nt King's College Scbool London. New edition. IAndon : Mac. 
millan & Co., Pp. 427; Price'1.75. 
This is not a new book in the market, but a large number of 
persons who are called upon til teach En(lish Literature in our 
h.igh schools and academies are not acquainted with iI, from the 
fact that it is not an American book, and that its publishers are 
not in the practice o( "pushing" their worlc. . From our own 
opinion o~ the book formed from actual use o( it, we should fail in 
our duty and in our 'object in this review department, if we did 
not direct to it the attention of literature teachers who are not 
acquainted with it. As its name declares, it contains the longer 
English Poems ;-e. g. Spenser's Prothalamion, Milton's Lycidaa 
and Hymn on the Nativity, Pope's Rape of the Lock" Gold-
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smith's Traveller and Deserted Village; etc., the other authors 
similarly repr~sented being Dryden, Johnson, Collins, Gray, 
B'lrns, Co\Vp ~ r, Coleridg!, Scott, Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, 
and Shelley. It is not a collection of chips, but of complete 
works of art. Prof. Morley, than whom there is no higher au-
thority in this subject, says of this work, In his "First Sketch of 
·English Literature;" 
"The notes' are very full and good, and the book. edited by one of our most 
cultivated English scholars, is probably the best volume of selections ever 
made for tl-e use of English schools." 
We 'do not believe there are two hundred pages printed any-
where else in which students of these particular authors and poems 
will find as much solid satisfaction as in Mr. Hales's two hun-
dred pages of "Notes and Bri,ef Biographies" We have before 
declared what we think of the prevalent way of teaching E'lglish 
Literature in our country, from hand-books 'of extracts and from 
bO'.)ks filled with biographies. We have no respect for this meth-
od because it is within the power of every school and teacher to 
do better, to put into the hands of pupils the complete text of 
at least a few of the masterpieces of English Literature. For 
this purpose we know of nothing better, more convenient, or 
more economical, than the book before us. It has been adopted 
for use in the high schools of Boston. It is a work that every 
pupil will be glad to ' own so long as his love for English literature. 
shall continue. We express our high opinion .of this book more 
hentily and positively than is our custom in this column, because 
we are speaking of a book which it has been our good fortune to 
know and to use thoroughly; aud we are perfectly willing to be 
brought to account for our high commendation. 
Cross's Edutic Short·Hand. A new system, adopted botb to general use and . 
, to verbatim reporting. By J. George Cross, A. M. Chicago: S. C. Griggs 
& Co. Price $2.00. . 
The art of short-hand writing is one of the possessions into' 
.which we have longed to enter. But our courage and persever-
ance have never been equal to the task of mastering it: Now we 
suffer a fresh inconvenience in not being . able to bring to the 
reading of this book any knowledge of the science-if such it 
may be called-which would make our opinion of the book of any 
particular value. We are under many obligations to Mr. Cross 
for the light he has furnised liS, and we are really favorably in· 
clined to his book. As far as we can see irom a careful reading 
of the book and of several newspaper articles pertaining to it, 
it seems to u~ the author has hit upon a decided improvement 
qpon the ordinary systems. If we were to be asked, "Why?" 
we should follow the advice of the old judge; "G.ve your de-
cisions, but keep your reasons to yourself. For in nine cases 
out of ten, while you are right in the former, you will be wrong 
in the latter." But we will ,say this much;-The Eclectic Short-
Hand seems simpler and more intelligible than any other system 
we ever looked into, and we certainly should resort to it, if we 
should ever attempt to acquire the art. The book is put up in a 
very creditable style and will be a profitable investment to any 
person studying the sublect. . 
-=--------
Oratory and Orators. By WtUiam Matbews, LL. D., author of "Getting on 
in the World," "Words; their Use and Abuse," etc. Chicago: S. C. 
Griggs & Company. Pnce $2.00. 
We know not where to look in literature for a parallel to the 
ease and rapidity with which Professor Mathews seems' to write 
his .books. or for a· parallel to them in charaeter and popularity. 
Steele, Addison, and Johnson wrote brief and numerous .essays 
which were quite popular in their day, although, to our shame be ' 
it safd that it is not true of them now. Various authors have 
'Yrittell, novels at the rate of one a year or faster, which have 
been eagerly read. But here are half a ' dozen books written 
in a less number of years, we believe, of which the publishers 
have~old over 70,000 copies-signifying that they have been read 
by at least 300,000 people-but about which there is no trace of 
the novel, and which in bulk stand to the once popular essays of 
the bi-weekly Spectator in about the ratio of 100 to I. By this 
comparison we do not mean to imply that we expect these works 
to rank in the future as English classics.- Indeed, it would seem 
that the age of the creation of "classics" has passed. Literature 
has become too abutld,ant and too excellent. But, there is some-
thing marvellous in the success which Prof. Mathews has .had in 
gaining the ear of the upper and middle classes of our read-
ing public. It is a high compliment to any substantial and really 
valuable book -to continue to be hawked by news-boys through 
our rail-road train·s. And the common sight of Prof. Mathew's 
books in the arms of the boy who is supposed to touch nothing 
that will not sell, (No pun, gentle reader. But It is Prof. 
Mathews' books mainly, that keep the remark from being as true 
in one sense as another.) speaks much in praise of the books as 
well as the good sense of an average class of American readers. 
. It seems as if "Oratory and Orators" could not be less suc-
cessful than its fellows, unless it be "Getting on in the world." 
That treated of the universal but peculiarly American question, 
"How to get along in life?" "Oratory and Orators" commends 
its~lf to persons who are interested somewhat in literature ; to 
persons, who,. if they are not. themselves orators, appreciate 'ora-
tory and its effect upon mankind. This book is really a book of 
essays in criticism, taking the word in its broader sense, and the 
author seems fully convinced of the truth of his citation from 
Hume; "Criticism is nearly useless, unless the critic qnotes in-
numerable examples." In fact one of the greatest charms of all 
Prof. Mathew's books lies in his "innumerable examples." They 
are always in point and .come in most pleasing relations. 
To the teacher and the school-room this book like the others 
will be of great value. It will entertain, instruct, and broaden 
the teacher, while he will find it a most convenient and inspiring 
hook to refer to and to read from in his class-room. There is 
not a page which does not contain some lofty sentiment, some 
happy retort, or some pleasing anecdote, connected with some 
great man, which will inevitably interest the young in these his-
toric characters whose acquaintance is a safeguard and an inspi-
ration through life. 
NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS IN CHILDREN. 
By C. W. LEFFINGWELL, D. D. 
The Medica. and Surgical Reporter, of February 9, 1878, says 
that Dr. A. Prout, of Paris, in his recent work on Hygiene, 
states h'is belief that myopia (near-sightedness), is produced ar-
tificially on an enormous scale, in children at school. Dr. Prout 
shows that the ' great effort made by children to accomm~date the 
eve to the usual distance o'f reading causes a permanent con-
t;action of c~rtain delicate muscles and increases the curvature 
of the lens of the eye. He quotes the statistics of Cohn, to 
'show how frequently myopia is thus produced. In t4e lowest 
grade schools (Germany), the proportion of myopic scholars 
was 6.7 per cent; in the second grade, 10.3 per cent; in the 
third grade, 19.7 per cent; while in schools of the highest grade 
the proportion was as high as 26.2 per ce~t; in the top class of 
these schools lI\ore than half the students were myopic? As 
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myopia is likely to become hereditary, it is of great importance 
that bodies like School Boards should pay especial attention to 
this point, or the sight of the race will be impaired in the ratio 
of the increase 01 education. M. Prout lays special stress upon 
the importance of open.air exercise, the effort at accommodation 
of the sight being then at its minimum. . 
The Medical Times (Philadelphia), of June 6, 1874, has a lec-
ture by Wm. F. Norris, M. D., on "Our Eyes-How to Take 
Care of Them," showing that ~ear-sighted eyes are usually dis-
eased eyes, and this disease is in a vast m~jorit.y of cases acquir-
ed or aggravated at school. The conditions leading_ to it are 
frequently found, he says, in our schools, where insufficient light 
or badly .constructed desks compel the children to hold their 
books too near the eyes, ' thlls causing undue strain and conges-
tion. This congestion is increased by holding the head bent for-
ward, the blood gravitating to the dependent parts. The bend: 
ing of the head also retards the return circulation in the jugular 
veins, causing fullness and pressure in all the ' delicate tis~ues of 
the eyes. Dr. Norris wisely insists that children should be al-
lowed good li~ht but also good print. Putting small print into 
the hauds of our children, he says, is poor economy. 
Dr. Northrop cites these among the causes of visual weakness 
among American youth; a stooping posture which cran.ps the · 
chest and brings the eye too near the book or paper; reading at 
twilight and late at night, and studying by lamp-light in the morn-
ing; reading in the cars; using kerosene lamps without shade; 
reading while facing a window or any light, natural or artificial, 
and still more whil ~ facing the bright sunshine; reading dime 
novels or other bo'oks printed in too fine type (all books printed 
. in diamond, pearl, agate, or nonpareil, are unfit for childrens' 
eyes); wearing a veil; and neglecting to cultivate far-sighted-
ness by examining careflllly distant objects. Hence myopia is 
more common in cities than in the country, among those work-
ing on near minute objects than those laboring in the fields 
with a wider range of vision and more objects to invite habits of 
observation. 
The examiations of Drs. Loring and Derby, of New York, 
included 2,265 pupils in the public schools of New York, over 
4,000 in Russia, and over 3,000 in Germany. In 'the American 
cases myopia rose from less than 4 per ceilt at 6 years to 26 per 
cent at 2 I years. In Russian cases it rose from I I to 44 per 
cent, and in Germany from 10 to the. enormous amoun't of 63 
per cent. These statistics differ but little frolll those made pre-
viously by Prout and Mathewson, of Brooklyn, and by Chea-
tham, Ayres, Callan and others. 
Cohn has shown that scholars in country' schools show less 
than ~ per cent, while those of cities, from the greater amount of 
study, show 10 per cent. Erismann has shown that 9f those 
scholars who studied two hours out of school, 17 per cent were 
myopic; of those who studied four hours, 29 per c~nt, and of 
. those who studied six hours, 40 per cent were myopic.-Med. 
Record, Nov. I7, I877· 
The question arises, does not the relative greater length of 
time occupied with artificial light in Russia and Germany ac-
count in part for the greater per cent of myopia, the peculiar 
character of the German alphabet, and perhaps also of the Rus-
sian, accountinj;( for the other part. The German capital letters 
Nand R, B and V, and the small letters h. and y, look much 
more alike than any two letters of the Roman alphabet. 
From these and other facts known to teachers and physicians, 
it is apparent that a close student is in peril of losing his eyes, 
and that the higher the a'/ernge of education among the people 
t~~ more imperfect is likely to be their vision. It behooves phy. 
slclans and teachers to consider the situation, and, as far as pos-
sible, to avert the calamity from the rising generation. 
While it is not possible to prevent impairment of viKion in 
every case, much can be done to prevent and alleviate it. A few 
rules, strictly observed, would greatly lessen the danger. 1 sug-
gest the following as among the most important. If they are al-
ready well k!lown, they will bear repeating. 
I. Never allow a child ~o use a finely-printed book. A great 
many school-books are trying to young eyes, and nearly all Bibles, 
prayer-books, and song·books, that are used by children are in 
fine type. More eyes have been ruined, in my opinion, by por-
ing over fine copper-plate maps, than by all other exereises. I 
have never seen a series of school-maps that was fit for children 
to use. 
2 . Never allow a pupil to study by an imperfect or insuflicient 
light. There cannot be too much light, provided it comes in the 
right directio 1 and is not the broad glare of the sun. The chil-
dren who are all near-sighted should be seated nearest the win-
dows. I have known myopia to be arrested by this simple rule. 
3· Never allow cross lights-that is, lights from both sides of 
the room. There may be windows in the rear and on one ~ide 
(the left side is preferable) , but none in front. It is against the 
law in Germany and ought to be everywhere, to put windows in 
both sides of a school-room. The windows should be large, and 
not obscured by trees or buildings. 
4· Have as little study as possible by artificial light; and when 
this light must be used, let it be steady and abundant, Ind under 
a shade. A flickering gas-light is very damaging . 
5· Require pupils to hold the book at th.e proper angle, 10 thM 
rays of light from the page do notentertht eye obliquely. Read. 
ing in bed, or in a reclining position is extremely dangeroua, a.nd 
almost always results in serious damage to the eyes, if persistt:d 
-in. Reading in the ca~ or in the wind is also danjrerous and 
should be s:arefull y aVOided by those who have the slightest weak; 
nes.~ 01 the eyes. 
6. R.e~uire the pupil to hold the head nearly erect in studying 
and wTltmg, and arrange the desk 10 as to make this practicable. 
7· Encourage the p.upil to look off the book frequently, to 
change the focus of Sight by regarding some distint object. It 
is not enough to look around vaguely; lhe eye mlllt ~ directed 
to something which is to be clearly seen, like a picture or a. motto 
upon the wall, or a bit of decoration. The greatest damage to 
the eyes of students is the protracted effort to focus the printed 
page. 
It was simply barbarous, the way we used to be "whacked" in 
school, when we looked ciff the book.. It is easy (or a teacher tu 
know the difference between the resting of the eye and the idle 
gazing around that cannot he allowed. I regard this rule II the 
most important, and the disregard of it the most prolific of 
trouble. 
S. As far as possible, have near-sighted pupils supplied with 
spectacles, selected by a competent oculist. Without these there 
is a co~s~ant stra~n to see clearly, and a grcat disadvantage to 
the pupllm not hemg able to follow exercises on the black-board 
and in the use of charts. 
These pt:ecautions I have found very helpful, and I trust that 
other teachers may use them to advantage. 
-A ~ool of technical educ:adon is to be att.blilbed at Bradford Eqluld 
at an estimated COlt of'loo,ooo for the bctUd!aa. • 
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,THE EAST. 
MAINE:-!'Iiss Luella Bates, of Auburn, is achieving quite a reputation as 
an elocutionist. . 
Prof. Luther W. Mason, of Baston, formerly of Turner, received a silver 
medal for his music charts at the Mechanics' Fair, Boston, 1869. Also a 
gronze medal for the same at the World's Exposition, Vienna, .1873; and 
the same at the Centennial in 10876, ' and at the Paris Exposition of 1878. 
Prof. Mason was the tenth child I)f Mr. Willard M;tSon of No. Turner, well-
known throughout that region as pump maker. . ' 
The Fteshman class of Bowdoin numbers thirty. eight. , 
Sidney Keith, of Indiana, a graduate of Colby University, was appointed 
Judge of one of the District Courts of that 'state for a term of years. 
E. C. Mitchell, D. D., of the same college, has resumed his position as In-
structor of Hebrew at Regents' Park College, London, England. 
J. E. Farnam, formerly a tutor at Colby University, has been Profe.sor in 
G~orgetown College for many years. 
Prof. Lyford, of Colby, has, lately invented a very .ingenious and usefui 
piece of apparatus for illustrating eclipses to his ;tStronomy. class. 
C. H. Percival, of Amherst, '79, formerly .of. ColbY ' 78, has been chosen 
or.tor for Class Day. 
PENNSYLVANIA.-The Philadelphia Board of Education has voted ·an in-
crtase of the salaries of teachers, througbout all grades . 
Nih,; JERSEY.-Bishop Simpson has been made president" of Dre\'{ Theo-
logical Seminary. • 
NEW Y ORK.- The Chicago E vming 70urnai very justly says: "Professor 
Henry A. Ward, of Rochester, N. Y., is doing more, we verily believe, than 
any"other single individual in this country to encourage the study of natura~ 
sciences. He is indefatigable in the collection of specimens in every depart-
ment ·of those sciences, and in mounting and classifying them. He has agents 
in all parts ' of the world, and the remotest corners of the earth contribute to 
his collections. It is now almost impossible to find an Eastern college or 
prominent: high school or academy that has not drawn upon Professor Ward's 
science establishment for specimens." -
THE WEST. 
ILLINoIS.-Knox College has over fifty freshmen ' (some of them fresh 
women), and all its classes are full. Dr. Bateman returned from his Cali-
fornia trip greatly improved in health, and is now givtng the students Thurs· 
day morning talks on his western tour. Prof. Ed:wards is proving very popu-
lar, 'IIld is regarded as quite an acquisition. . 
Superintendent A. J. Rickoff, of Cle,'eland, will lecture before the State 
Teachers' Associ~tion a~ Springfield" o~ the e~ening ,!f Dec. 27 . The pro-
gramme of exercIses wtll soon be pubhshed. The railroad rates are not yet 
fully determined upon. ' 
Principal Kilborn, at Wheaton, makes an extended monthl! report of the 
schools under his charge, which is published in the Rtcord. The total en· 
rollment for <Dctober was 221; average daily attendance, 193,9. Class pro· 
motions are made from grade to grade of pupils maintaining the required 
standard, and completing the studies of the lower grade. Individual promo-
tion; are made of pupils attaining a high standard in all their studies at any 
monthly examination. This arrangeme~t is adopted that pupils who are am-
hith'us and earnest in their work may not be kept back by the careless and 
indifferent. The standard for. individual promotion is an average of 95. with 
no slUdy below 85: • 
. MICHIGAN.-The reconstruction of the main building o.f the State Normal 
Scbool has been completed, so far as the $30,000 appropriation made by the 
last legislature .. will allow. A handsome tower was to be added at the ex-
pense of Ypsilanti; but as only about two·thirds of the necessary amount 
($3,000) was raised by the citizens, the ·completion of the structure will prob. 
ably a\" ait further appropriation by the legislature this winter. The new 
building, says a correspondent of the Detroit Post aM Tribune, has a front-
age of one hundred feet, and was erected directly in front of the old build-
ing, which was remodelled to correspond with the new. The two now form 
a commodious and handsome building of" brick, with light trimmings of 
stone. The architecture is modern, and of rather pleasing appearance. The 
room, are large and well· lighted. The basement is occupied with the labora-
tory, zoological museum, a s_lI recitation roo.m, work-shop, and boiler-
room. The laboratory is fitted up in the best manner, possible, containing 
stationary desks, gas, and water. The first floor contains the reception 
room, principal's office, an,d recitation rooms. The second floor is occupied 
by the library and school rooms, and the ~ third by a large hall or chapel, 
which has a seating capacity of Boo. There is also. on. this flo.or a music-
room and a room designed to be used as a museum. 
The sixteenth annual commencement of the State Agricultural College took 
place on Tuesd,,¥, the 19th inst. Ten members of the graduating class de-
livered o.rations, as follows: Henry E. Buskirk, Bradley; "Rights and 
Wrongs of Labor ;" Carl V. Hinman" Portland, "Why We Seek a College 
Education ;" Will S. Holdsworth, Traverse City, "The Motive of the Trae 
Artist ;" Emor O. Ladd, Old Mission, "The Farmer as a Busiuess Man;" 
Robert T. McNaughton, Jackson, " Put Yourself in His Place;" J . R. Mon-
roe, Lawrence, "Nature's Gifts;" Edward J. Rawson, Decatur, "Condition 
01 Our Civili zation;" Fremont E. Skeels, Grand Rapids," A Tnbute to · 
Alma Mater;" Elisha D. A. Drew, Armada, "taint Heart Ne'er Won Fair 
Lady." Music was furnished by the Franz Schubert Club, of JackSon. 
Thirty students in all were graduated. The college is reported as prospering 
beyond precedent in its history. The fine,t crops raised in the county this 
year, and probably the finest in the state, were raised on the college farm, one 
. wheat field yielding sixty-five bu;hels per acre. Stock from the farm is much 
in demand, at best prices. . 
The wife of C. G. Swensberg, pnncipal of the commercial college in 
Grand Rapids, committed suicide on the IlIh inst., by the combined effects of 
a large duse of morphine and the severance of the main artery of the arm 
by 'means of a razor. She had been uDiiaturally depressed for several weeks, 
and she was in a morbid state of mind, if not actually deranged. She was 
higbly intelligent, much esteemed, and a devou~ member of St. Mark's 
Church in that city. 
INDIANA.-"-Supt. Harry G. Wilson, of Cass County, recognizes the value ~of 
a weekly educational journal to the common school teacher, and recommends 
only THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, in his published Course of Study,CountY 
Board Regulations, and' Suggestions to Teachers. . 
The winter term of the Central Indiana Normal School, Ladoga, began 
Nov. 19. The institution is now in a highly prosperous condition. The in-
crease of numbers has been constant and rapid throughout the entire term. 
Sixty or more students of Montgomery county are in attendance, and twenty-
four different counties are represented this term. "\.-. 
This term of the Normal at Valpariso opens with a very large attendance. ' -
,The chapel is too small to. afford sufficient seats. ~ 
A convention of the friends of Methodist education in Indiana, in the inte-
rests of Asbury University, assembled in Indianapolis Nov. 13 and 14. Dr. 
W. H. M.endenhaU, of Richmond, read a paper on "The Unification of Meth-
odist Institutions in Indiana," setting forth the following advantages which 
:-v.ould accrue from such a unification: I. It will raise the:dignity of the aux-
Ihary colleges, and rally around them a more generous and cordial support. 
2. The antagonism between Asbury and the conference academies will be 
completely removed. 3. In an economical point of view the scheme will 
possess marked .advantages. 4. A more liberal financial support will be giv-
en to all educahonal enterprises. Dr. W. F. Yocum, of Fort Wayne, alSQ 
presented a paper on tbe same subject. A committee of one from each con-
ference, consisting of Dr. I. H . Bayliss, 'Dr. A. Martin, Rev. E . T Hasty and 
Dr. J . W. Joyce, was appointed to take the papers read before the convention '. 
and embody them in an address to be publ~hed for general distribution. A 
committee, consisting of Dr. F. C. Holliday. Dr. W. H. Mendenhall, and 
Rev. T. A. Goodwin, was appointed to draft a plan for the unification of the 
educational interests, to be presented at a future session of the convention. ' 
Prof. J . C. Ridpath presented a historical paper on Asbury Uuiversity, treating 
also upon its present wants. Dr. J. W. J<>yce delive red an able and scholarly 
address on "The Relation of the Ministry to the University;" Chill;. W. 
Smith Esq., of Indianapoiis: read a paper on "The Relation of the Alumni to 
the University,' ! which drew out an animated discussion. The paper of 
Capt. Smith had evidently been one of a very irritating character; it had strongly 
urged the claims of the alumni to be permitted "directly, as ~f right, and not by 
any back·door process and as of grace, to elect a representative upon the board ' 
of trustees." Capt. Eli A. Ritter spoke upon tbe same subject, aDd, as the re-
porter expresses it, "did not throw oil upon the troubled waters very much." 
The discussion was continued at considerable length by, other members, and 
fin~lIy a resolution was adopted to the effect that a committee of five be ap-
pomted to take the whole matter into consideration, and to take such steps as 
are necessary to. effect an amendment to the charter of the universitv, giving 
th~ alumni the right of electing one member of the board of trustees, as soon 
as It can be safely done. The following gentlemen were appointed on the 
committee: Prof. J. H. Olcott, Rev. W. R. Halstead, Coh-C. C. Matson. Dr. 
G. L. C~trtis, and Judge T. B. Redding. This closed the proceedings of the 
convennon. . 
IOWA.-Keokuk has 2,122 school children. 
Nov. 28, 1878] The Ed~cational VI eekly. 
Dubuque has more girls than . boys who are entitled to ~chool. priv.ileg~. I 
Davenport has ado)lted a course of study in vocal musIc which IS opllona 
with teacher and pUpil. . th h r d 
Marshalltown will be head· quarters for Iowa t~achers durlDg e 0 lays. 
S t Ro ers wiII be glad to secure accommodations f?r .you. ub~ven~rt sent the largest delegation to the association last year. Any 
competitors this year? " 0 h 'H 
There are eighty· nine soldiers' orphans at th~ State rp ans o;:,e. , 
Scott county has levied $105,°..67.51 for school 'purposes for t e ensumg 
ye~t the state oratorical contest held at Grinnell recently, ~o choose a repre-
• sentative to the Inter-State contest to be ~eld at Iowa City next May, IIIr. 
Frank W, Reed, of Iowa College, was the victor. Mr. B. C. Cory, of Cornell 
C 11 e was second. There were ten contestants. °T~~ 'Warrm Rtcord, speaking of th; Indianola sc~,?ols, says: "We see .a 
marked improvement in these schools smce our la~t VlSlt. one year ago,. and It 
is no doubt owing' largely to the energy and zeal With which Prof. Cotton con-
d cts them" he 
u The foll~wing items from school reports for the month of ~ct~ber may 
interesting to our readers : Strawberry Point, C. P. Clark, pnnClpal, has a 
ttl eoroIlment of 175, with an average atteD'dance of 141 ; McGregor, J. J. M: el ~uperintendent, enrolled, 342, average attendance, 319; D~lmar, J. 
H br~utt principal enrolled, 105, average attendance, 87; Le CI!,lre, J. T. M~rvin, p;incipal, Hi8 enrolled; Inde~endence, W. Elden, snpermtendent, 
enroIled 667, attendance, 540, tardmess, "5; East Waterlno, J. K. Sweene~, 
rinci aI, number belonging, 576, averag~ att~ndance, 443, number tardl-~esses: 42; Mount Vernon, J. C. Johnson, pnnclpal, eoroIled, 186, average at-
tendance 156, tardmesses, 32 • . h Id fi bl 
The B~one County Teachers' A,.ociation, recently e a very pro ta e 
session, The subject of tbe text-books used 10 the county:vas discussed. The 
association expressed a decided preference for Appleton s Readers. 
The Mt, Vernon Hawktve publishes the.orallon of Mr. B. C. Cory who 
sented CorneIl College at the late oratonal contes~. re~r. O. C. Scott publishes a repo'~t of the,scholarshlp, .deportment, and at. 
tendance of the pupils of his schoolm the TIpton Advert,se.... . 
Mr_ F. H . Bradbury conducts an Educational column 10 the B,.ooklyn 
Chronicle. k . r t t f th A D {, Times correspondent spea s 10 comp Imen ary enos 0 e 
laculty ~f ~h~e State Normal School at Cedar Falls .. Prin. GiI~rist is a- bost 
in himself. He is courteous, affable, and pe,,!eyermgly attenllve to all t~e 
needs and wants of his school. About 185 teachers are In attendance thiS 
te~~a colle e has two hun~red a,nd sixty stud~nts , " , 
Dr, C. C. ~arry has depoSited hiS la~ge botamcal coIlectlOn of 30,000 speci' 
mens in the Davenport Academy of SCle!,c;s. 
The Wester., Iowa Teachers' Asso~lat!on meets. at Dexter,. Dec. 6 and 7. 
Teachers who intend to be present wIIl please nOllfy Ira Dohng, Dexter, of 
the time of their arrival. .. -
State Supt. von Crelln is hard at work,. p~epanng ~IS annual. report. 
The committee apoointed by the ASSOCiatIOn of City Supenntendents and 
Princi pals has selected Wednesday of t~e t~ird Calendar week of February as 
the time for the next comparative exammallon of the schools of the state. 
M OURI -In Carrollton over 600 Dupils have been enrolled, and nearly 
that ~s:mber' are in regular attend~nce; population only about 2,.800, Ther. 
are two teachers besides the supermtendent and a teach~r of musIc. , Prof. O. 
Root, Jr., is superintendent, salary $150 per . month, mne months 10 a year. 
He is a thorough scholar, a live and energellc worker. ~ames. C. Anderson, 
~ounty commissioner, has in the normal deparhoent 80 pupils, With an average 
attendance of about 78. 
WISCONSIN,-W. T. WiIIiams, ex-county sup.rintende,nt of schools in Wau-
shara county will teach at Almond, Portage county, thiS wmter. 
Tbe repori of the La Crosse schools for October shows an .nrollm.nt of 
I ° ' an average attendance of 1,535; per ce~t. of attend~nce, 9617-18; n~t~e~ absent - nor tardy, IP7~; tardy, 20; vlSlts of supe.nnt~nd.nt, 56; 
visits of commissioners, 30; : VlSlts of others 438. all . of which IS a most ex. 
cellent report. 
NEBRAsKA.-Tbe only formal actiou taken by the Uni~ersity Rcge~ts with 
re ard to the chair last year filled by Prof. Wo?dberry IS the appqmtment 
olMr. Howard, of the class of -'76, to do a portion of the work the last two 
terms of the current year. . N aI 
One hundred and eighty.four I'upils are enrolled at the Stat. ono 
School, aod all things are progressing finely. 
MINNESOTA.- The diptheria has broken out with renewe.d vi~l.nce in 
Blue Earth county. Ther. is quite a general belief !ba~ the disease Is.large!y 
traceable to the impurities of the water used for drmkmg purposes, an~ !n 
view of this fact a half dozen or more samples of water Laken from . we ~ In 
the neighborhood where the most severe cases occurr.d were obtam.d an.d 
forwarded to State Geologist Winchell to be analyzed. The result of J~IS 
inquiry is anxiously looked for, . as it may determine the cause of the IS-
ease. 
KANSAS.-A law department is to ' be attach.ed to the Stat. l!niv.rsity 
James W. Green, of Lawrence, is spoken of as hkely to be placed 10 charg. 
of the department. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
L ittell's Livi"g Age for 1879. Th. extra offer to new suboicnbeu (0. 1879, 
and the reduc.d clubbing rates, are worthy of not. in the pro.pectu of th~ 
s!andard p.riodical, published in anoth.r column. The remArkAble sut« 
of the Living Age is well attest.d by the (act that on the .. t of JAnuary next 
it b.gins its one ",,""red """ fo,./ietlt voll",te. It affords Ibe only IAti, factory 
compendium of a curr.nt literature which is oow ricber tbAn ev.r belore 
in the work of the ablest writers upon all topics o( int.reat. It merits careful 
att.ntion in making a scl.cllon of reading mailer for the n.w yeAr. The 
more num.rous the periodicals, indeed, the more valUAble becomes A work 
like this whicb, in convenient (orm and at small expense, gives Lhe belt o( 
all. Its importanc. to Am.rican readers can hudly be ov.restimated. u no 
oth.r singl. periodical enables one, u d6es t.hil, to keep well In(onn.d)n the 
best thougbt and lit.rature of the time, and (airly abreut with tb. work o( 
the most emin.nt living writ ..... 
PENCILINGS AMONG THE SCHOOLS. 
LKMONT-LOCKI'OR1'-JOLI IlT--MOKKNA_Dl.UIt tSLAND. 
A trip to Joli.t, Ill., gave UI an opportunity of visiting the scbooll at the 
abov.·named places, a part of which are in Cook county, and a part I Will 
county. 
At Lemont we found A graded scbool wlLh four leacben, Mr. John Me. 
Carthy principal. The population here is mOllly Irish, and the .c:lJool, u we 
expect.d, is above the av.nlle in tborouebneu and disciplIne. Mr. McCar-
thy is a success. The recitations o( his cluses were noticeably prompt and 
rapid. The tim. aIlow.d for th.m 00 the programme is Ibort, but the mili . 
tary promptness and accuracy with which everything is done In.ures Ih. COlli . 
pl.tion of ev.ry .xercis.. There are .. vUa\ Iludents punulng hIgher 
branch.s, as alg.bra, geom.try, etc. , bUI the time for their recltatlona it la\cen 
during the iOI.rmissions. Tbe rooms o( tbe building seem to bo all Over. 
crOWded, consequ.ntly Ihe atmospbere il llIualI,. very (cuI. Mr. J . W. Mc. 
Carthy has charg. of a branch school about two mile. further nOrtb, which 
we did not have tim. to examin.. Of these five teache ... we are happy to 
say tbat all are subscriben for the WUKLV. 
At Lockport Prof. D. H. Duling is principal. Prof. Darling hu taught 
her. twelve y.ars-three bo(ore the war, and nine since. The scb.ool grounds 
are magnific.nt, and the building ia large and substantial. There are ellJln 
t.achers employed, all but one of wbom read the WallXLv. The school I. 
in exceIl.nt condition. The teache ... are nmCSl and (aitbful. In Pro(. D .... 
ling's room in particular there S«IDI to bo a very homelike atmOlphere. 
Teachen and scholan are (ree (rom that (onnal, high·t.nslon ",verity which 
is usually characteril tic o( the public graded &chaol . The work la done 
more as it would he at, home, and the school ·room It evidently not reaa<ded 
as a place (rom which to escape at 4 o'clock in the art.moon. 
Joliet is one of those unfortunate cIties, educatlon.lly '~klng, where the 
manag.ment of the school. baa become' involved with polllical interesl" and 
all teachers and most patrons ar. lamenting and compl.inlng or the .ad o.\al. 
of things. We were diaappoioled in nOl rmding l."ounty uperlntcndent 
Perry in his offic., for it is probable h. could best Infonn Us o( the eXAct .. ate 
of things, having previously been bimae)( principal of tb. chaol. on Ihe 
Ea>! Sid.. W. were IDfonoed that ",vera\ teaeh.n were al work without 
certificat.s, and that the common council positively refuses to pay their 141 • . 
ries, holding the boud of education respoD Ible (or their pay. The olher 
teach.rs have received orden on Ihe treasurer (or one monlh', pAy lhl. year, 
but tb.se orden cannot be cashed, (rom I.ck of funeb, lind the besl conlOla. 
tion the teach.rs can g.t i. the infr rmation that th~ will perhaps bo able to' 
g.t some money in January and F.bruuy; thll, too, alier alarles had boen 
consid.rably r.duc.d all around. O( cou",e we coullt not eltpect 10 find 
much .nthllliasm amonl( t •• eh .... laboring with uch pl'Ollpeet before them. 
Th.re must be a better ume coming (or tbe schoola o( JolIet. A lingle luper. 
int.ndent should bo appointed for both aides o( the river, lind a unltonnlty 
and a system established in the variolll grades Ihrouahout the city. Mr. 1::. 
T. Lockard is principal on the East Side, and H . W. {fIb on the WcIt SIde . 
Mr. Lockard is from Pennsylvania, havlog obtained hi edUCAtion at Hamil . 
ton college, N.w York. MT. 11111 we did 110 1 meet. lie haa becn abaent 
from Ichool about tbree weeks on account o( Irkneu, but wu ClIpected 
back this we.k. In the main building on the Easl Ide there are fint en 
t.achen, fiv. on each floor, tbe rooma In the three .departments belnll ar. 
rang.d with one large lession room and three mall recitalion rool1ll. rnt 
these small rooms the lara. c1aaes are crowded 1111 every COrner o( the room, 
even Ihe window sills. are covered with children. 
Mokena is settled mostly by Germans. 10 the primary department 0( Ibe 
school (there are only two departJOenls) the teacher, fI .. WlllilUJlI, has 
about sevellty pupils, not over hal( a dozen or whom arc o( American dClCCnl. 
M"I. J. H. Baldwin and totlas Swaim have chllie o( the blaher departmenl. 
Tbe pupils mostly leave al (Ourteen yea" o( eee and ,UCJld tho German 
Lutberan Icbool. 
At Blue bland w. (ound another of those ~chool. where alIlbe teachen are 
readers of the WKKKLV. Mr. Eo L. Hallock Is principal, formerly of Mlsha. 
waka, Ind. This Is wh.re Prof. Seymour, now of I llIool Normal Unlveralty 
accomplish.a so much in the directloo o( eslahll hing a thrivina high &chool: 
H.r., as in Joliet, we found the school oc:cul,ied with wriUen examlnllloDi. 
The rooms scem.d to be all well.ventllaled, hut It w .. only beeausc the will- • 
dows were lowered at the top. There are alx leachen i.n the buIldln,. III 
Lh. pnmary departm.nt Mias FlUUlle Rexford has ch"'iC of 138 Ilttlo cbll-dren, one·half of whom aUenll. In the forenoon, and one.b. lf III Ibo aller. 
noon. The whole number CJIrolled III the school Is .]08 •• Ixteen of whom are 
in the high school. Per cent of attendattcc Nov • • S. 96, not abient ortarcly, 
223· W, 
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THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE ON "TECHNICAL EDUCATION." 
In his famous lecture upon "Technical Education," delivered some time ago 
i~' London, PrOf. Huxley condemns the practice now in vogue in all our 
schools, of stuQing every child that enters the school-room with a little of every-
thing, upon the theory that each one may develop into a Bacon, Newton, or 
Faraday, if he only has an opportunity. He would confine instruction in the 
common schools to the common branches: but if any boy or girl developed 
. an aptitude for any special branch of learning, he or she should have a chance 
to cultivate and make the most out of his or her natural gifts. In 'other words, 
Prof. Huxley would ' "build a ladder from the gutter to the university, upon 
which every youth should be allowed to pass," provided there was a good 
prospect that his passage would in the end redound to the credit of the indi-
vidual or the benefit of the state. There is little doubt but that a large amount 
of honest effort is wasted by our educational forces in this country upon sub-
j~cis 'Whose inn~te dullness and stupidity are proof against the ' best methods 
of instruction and the most brilliant opportunities. And this subject, which 
can on) y be hinted at here, naturally suggests whether we are not departing 
from the original purpose and intent of those who planned the common-school 
system, and provided ways and means to carry it on successfully. This is a 
question that is attracting the attention of educators and taxpayers more and 
more, and will be likely to el.icit considerable discussion before the public 
mindis settled upon it. An article in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY touches 
the marrow of the matter, in wlfch it opposes the plan .• ,of industrial educa-
tion: 
If the state acknowl~dges or ;<ssumes tbe obligation to teach children to saw, 
to plane, to mortise, etc., at what point in the life of the citizen-pupil will the 
state be rid of its obligation? If it teaches a boy to be a carpenter, is it not 
bound to furnish him with carpenter work when he becomes a man? If with 
paternal care it brings a boy up as a blacksmith, or if it even takes pains to 
develop in him spe.cial adaptation to that calling, how can it excuse itself for 
turning him adrift unemployed when his school-days end? We foresee the 
attemp~ to tum our position by applying the argument to the present system of 
education, and our answer is ready when there is occaSion to give it. But we 
insist that the only wise policy for the state to pursue is to impart an educa-
tion which appli.es to and belll'fits all men alike. 
. The tax-payers are becoming restive under the increased burdens that are 
y,early laid upon them to carry out these advanced views of popular education. 
They begin to feel that there is .. great deal of useless waste in our metbods Of 
public instruction, and tbat some wbolesome reforms in the interest of econo· 
my are loudly demanded. The spirit of inquiry, as well as the schoolmas-
ter, is abroad in the land, and the schoolmaster's work 'is bound to pass 
under review. 
DO INFINITIVES HAVE CASE? 
The question was asked in this column a week ago, Do not verbs, under 
some circumstances, have case? The question was based upon the assump · 
tion that" to" is a ~eposition. We explained why we' do not care to receive 
such questu)ns. However. our eye has just happened to fall upon the follow-
ing discussion of the matter by a correspondent in the Indiana Normal 
Teac"er. As he answers a broader question than our correspondent asked, 
and in a clear, vigoroui way, it may be of service to _ome of our readers to 
quote bis opinion: 
Edilor Normal Teac"er :-" If infinitives are used as the subjects of finite 
verbs, and objects of active transitive verbs, why do they not have case?" 
ThiS is a question so frequently asked and so differently handled that a 
constant annoyance to the teacher is the result. Some grammarians will de. 
clare, in the face of the fact that case is not an attribute of verbs, that infini-
tives are in the nominative case when subjects of finite verbs; while otbers, 
with equal sincerity, affirm tbat infinitives and participles when used as nouns 
never have case because it would be utterly inconsistent to give verbs a modi-
fication they do not possess. 
It really does seem to be a fht contradiction to sayan infinitive has the 
construction of a noun, or is uicd as a noun, and go so far as to say it is the 
subject or object, and not give it case. But we must remember the simple 
fact that 10 USt one t"ang in place of anot"er does nol transftr IIze attributes 
or modifications from I"e first 101"_ second. Let me illustrate. We can use 
a pile of books for an organ stool, but the books will not have properties or 
modIfications of the real organ stool. Tbe use of a block of wood for a pil-
low will not give it the properties of the pillow. Tbe use of a store box fo r 
a dinne~ table does not give the box the modifications or peculiarities of the 
table. These may appear as commonplace illustrations, but they neverthe. 
less demonstrate the fact I"al tlze use of one pari of spuc" for anot"er does nol 
• give I"e second I"e allributes, modificalions, or peculiarities of I"e firsl. A 
box can be used in the place of 4 chair, but the box will not have legs and 
a back like the chair. An infinitive can be used as a Mun, but it cannot 
have case,.llerson, number, and gender, like nouns. This is the reason why 
infinitives and participles have no case when used as the subjects or objects 
of verbs. 
There is another apparent contradiction. Take the example, "To se.e. the 
sun shine is delightfuL" "To see" is par;erl as a verb, irregnlar, tranSItive, 
active, infinitive, present, construclion of a noun, subject of" is." Rule. 
"A noun or pronoun which is the subject of a finite verb must be in the. nom-
inative case." Notwithstanding the apparent inconsistency of apply1Og. to 
thi~ infioitive subject a rule which says substantially th.t the subject of a fintte 
verb must be il,l the nominative case, we must not forget that rules have ex· 
ceptions, and if there were no e.xception there would be no rule; it would be 
a truism, an axiomatic truth. Almost all the rules in grammar have excep-
hons, and this is a legitimate one and not an inconsistency. 
WEST CAIRO, 0., Sept. 30, 1878. J. E. BAKER. 
SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
To 1"_ Edilors of I"e Weekly: 
If Dr. Winchell, in his address' upon "Modernized Education" in a late 
number of the WEEKLY, intends to speak of secondary schools of the West, 
when he says that they "shrink with horror from zoology, mineralogy and 
geology; and many of them equally ignore the heautiful science of botany," 
he is either unacquainted with t~ present state of our secondary schools, or 
tells one o( those half trutbs which may be worse than direct misstatement. 
To test the matter, I have just taken up a pile of school reports and examined 
the 'courses of all the high schools, academies and normal schools which were 
in the pile. There were fo~rteen in all. ~ll fou~een courses req~ire botany, 
ten require zoology, and ntne geology. SIX reqUire all three sc~ences, and 
there is only one on t he list that requires but one of the three subjects. 
Four of these schools are at the East, one in Iowa, and the rest in Illinois. 
These reports are taken entirely at random; they are from towns varying from 
4000 to 300,000' inhabitants, and they certainly disprove the sweep10g state-
ment made by Dr. Winchell. . .. 
It is not strange that a teacher whose school is located on a western pralne 
where there lI!ay not be a rock exposure within twenty miles, and where there 
is hardly as much as a gravel bed to furnish minerals, should neglect the study 
of mineralogy. It would be in such clTcumstances 'almost t)me thrown away 
ehn did his limits of time admit. It may sound somewhat presumptuous, 
but I venture to affirm from positive knowledge, that there are forty hi~h 
schools within 200 miles of Cbicago in which botany and zoology are requIT· 
ed studies, and in which Ihey are taught more fully and more practically than 
they were in the average college of the east twenty.fiveJyears ag'.'. I know 
that in some colleges of to.day the average graduate of these hIgh schools 
will learn very little in these branches beyond what he has already gone. over 
in the secondary school. I venture, as.a teacher experienced in secondary 
schools, and a careful ohserver of their drift, to put my assertions against the 
assertion of Dr. Win~hell, and if I am wrong I ask my fellow teachers to set 
me right. 
There are other assertions in the ·address which provoke reply, but sJ.>ace 
forbids enlarging. We regret to see so honored a name addeli to the list of 
fault· finders who criticise and condemn our schools with broad general state-
ments which will not bear close scrutiny. O. 
SAUVEUR METHOD AGAIN. 
To 11u !U;tors of I"e Weekly : 
E. J. James, in his letter on the Sauveur method, says: "All the teachers . 
'that I know who pretend to use the natural method, give, as a matter of fact, 
regular grammar lessons, and have their scholars use tbe dictionary in 
translating; i. e., they reject exactly that element which distinguishes the 
natural from the u.ual method, etc." 
My observatiOn< have gone one step further, and I think it will be difficult 
for the upholders of Dr. Sauveur to account for what follows: At Harvard 
University, Bocher's Otto's French grammar is used, likewise most of 
Bocher's other French works. all of which are based on, wbat some style, the 
unnaluralmelhod. Again, the department of modern languages,-ofwhich · 
Prof. Bocher is the head,-recommends B )cher's French Grammar. and 
Reader to students preparing for those couroes of Harvard i.n which F~ench 
is required for admission. Hence Bocher's works are extensively used 10 the 
East. . 
But,-and this is what I want to lay stress on,-Prof. Ferdinand.Bocher 
has written a letter to Dr. Sauveur, endors1Og his method of teach10g lan-
guages, on the ground that he has tried it and found it good. If Prof. 
Bocher,-certainly as good an authority as can be desired,-finds that" I"_re 
is no good thing in the old systems whiclz il (the new one) d~es ".ot embrace," 
why, then, does he use his works, based on the old method, 10 hlsowncl~es 
at Harvard, and recommend them to academies and high schools hav~ng 
scholar. preparing for Harvard? This is a fair and straightforward questIon 
which ought to be answered by those who believe in the Henes·Sauveur 
method. ALFRED HENNEQUIN. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, Nov. 15, 1878. 
HOW ABOUT THE CARET, TILDE, AND CIRCUMFLEX? 
To I~e Edilors of I"e Week 'y: . . . 
I am not satisfied with the answer given by D. A. M. to the questIons asked 
by "Wiscons,;n" respecting the marking of a in cAre and i in firm . . , 
He claims it is proper to say that a is marked with a card, that. !S marked 
with a tilde, and that it is not proper to call those characters the CJrcumjlez, 
but gives no authority to substanciate his statements. 
, 
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A caret, according to Webster, is "a mru:k [1\] whi~h shows that somethin~ 
'tt d in the line is interlined above, or m the margm, and shoul~ be rea ~::h:t place.?' A' character, similar in appearance, and called :I clrc';lmBex, 
denotes a rise and fall of the voice on. the s~me long syllable: As ~ rise and 
rail or bending of the voice characte,:,zes thl~ sound, I consider ",:cumjf'x, 
and not card, tbe correct term. Agam, quotmg from the same .rehable au· 
thority, a tilde is, "Tbe accentual ma~k placed o.ve~ nand somehmes over I, 
. S . h tbus (ft' indicatina tbat m pronunciatIOn, tbe sound of the 101 )n pants I ,.., f h . .. I " 
lowing vowel is to be preceded by that ate mltla . y. .. . 
Tbere is notbing to autborize the use of tho: term bIde to m?l~ate a bendmg 
of the voice as in the sound of i in firm .or ~ m .verge, but a sIDu.lar character 
defined as a circumjf,xdoes, in my opimon md,cate that very thing. 
Yours Respectfully, LEORA CLAY. 
To II" Edilors of II" Wukly : 
In a recent issue of the WEEKLY, you made some ~omments upon tb.e 
method of translating Latin, and asked correspondents With reference to the .. 
experience in the matter. . "1 
Mine has been about as follows: At one tim~ I r<'9Ulr~d my pUpl. s .to co,;,' 
strue diligently and then to make a connected transl:-tlon m. as good IdIOmatic 
En !ish as tbe pupil was master of. I was never satiSfied With tbe !esult. Tbe 
"idromatic Englisb" often contains awkward and barbarous expr.esslOn .. Of la~e 
I b e abandoned the practice of construction, and, I thmk, With saUs 
fears, avlts I simply require an English translation "What would an ~~t~Gn'"~~ho~ have said bad be expressed tbe same thought,:' is the: quc:s. 
t' g Tbus conducted a Latin lesson becomes a valuable assistance m gam· i~o;~ correct use of odr mother.tongue. The rule in .translation . sb~u~d b~: 
"take it from tbe Latin ·idiolll, and expr~ss It c~rrectly ~n the ~nghsh ~dlOm, 
This "f course for advanced pupils. With be~mners m Latm; I thmk the 
process of constructio~ valuable until the pupil learns how to tum the;x~es-
sian into correct Enghsh. , . 
VEIlIUL GAOVE, ILL., Nov. 23, 1878• 
THE TRAINS. 
10 II" Edilors of II" Wukly: 
. In answer to your La Crosse querist, "I. ~. R," I suggest-Tbat the ~rain 
which left SI. Louis six days before our to~nst starts from San FranCISco, 
wilf arrive at San Francisco tbe same mormng. that he leaves .. The ot~er five 
already on tbe way, he will meet;. also tbe SIX tb~t start durmg the ~IX d:lys 
that he is traveling, and another wtlileave St. ~UlS t~e same mornmg that 
he arrives. So he will meet m rou/~deve n trams, bes~des tbe one that leaves 
when he arrives, and !he one that arTlves wben he leaves. Construct "umpva. 
ble diagram, and try It. . . 
AN OLD, OLD PROBLEM. 
A man buys hogs, cattle, and sheep; paying for the cattle '10, .hogs '3 
:lnd sbeep 50 cents eacb. He buys just one hundred head and pays Just '100. 
How many of each does he buy? 
====== 
QUESTIONS. 
How many yards of carpet matching once in a yard only .will be required 
to carpet a Boor 13 ft. x 18 ft. ? A READER. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Compiled from t~blishers· Weekly.] 
Puhlislurs ina secure all ",,,,,o,,,,cl,,,,,,1 of their 1UW ",lJIicatio.tu. i" '''is u¥lkly '!'st [nul' 'fl' ~ t tAe editor It is desirlWl, t/ult a full descriptIo" tJf llu &JtJk, ,,,. ~"di"r';;i::' ;~:d accompa1f~ iI. More extetuled 1fotices will 6, mad, 0/ INCII 4t 
lot:.':; 6o~J/~::'edi.o.{l;/ih~s:'::;;":~~~i',utl ~ /lIrtlNJrdi-r llu 'rIce I. llu ;t#.~". 
ers o.fTHB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY.) 
/CROSS , G Cross's Eclectic Short· Hand ; a new system, adapted to i'ene~l Ule 
and v~rb~ti~ reporting. Complete in one volume. 3~ p. nmo, c'loth. Clue.: S'. 
C Gr£as & Co. 1818 .. .. ...• . . . .... .... - .. . ... . .•.... , .. , ..... .• .. ··· ····· ·· ··12 00 
CRUTT\VELL, C. T. A history of Roman literature, from the earliest period lo the 
death of Marcus Aurelius . \Vith the Ch~D , t,ables, etc., for the use of Itudents. 16 
S03 p . 8vo, cloth. N. Y.: Charles Scribner s Sons , .. . . .... .. . ...... ... ........ 2 SO 
HENN P Ahn's second French reader, with foot, notes and vocabularf· .1·18? r' 
nmo.' (Steigers French series.) bds. , 80 c. ; hf. ro~n, $ ••. N. Y .: E. SteiP", 7 • 
LAWRENCE Eug English hterature primers ; claSSical period. S 147 p. 3,mo. pap. 
(Harper's haif-ho~r ler., no. 5&.) N. Y.: HarjJer&Brotlurs . . ..... . . ,. .. ....... 2S 
METRIC primer. A text-boQk (or beginners . Wilh fol~ing ch.'lrt and scholar's me· 
ter. Prepared for th -! s~ciety ~Y a practical teacher. First rev. Second cd. 48 p. 
16100, bds. Bost,: Am MetrIC Bureau . •.. .... .•. '" .. .... .... :. .. ... . .. 40 
SHAKESPEARE'S tr.lg~dy of Hamlet, prince of Denmark; ed : with notes, by "f. 
J. Rolfe. With:eng. 2~5 p, 1l1us.,square,.16mo, cloth, t.;. Y .: HarJer Q,I Brol. 1~ 70 
SHEDD W. G. T . Literary essays, (With por.) 10-[1.-365 p. 8vo, cloth . N. Y .. Ckart~1 Serio"cr's ::io"s . . ..... .. . ... .. .. .. . ....... ...... , ..• •. ... • •••. .••.• 2 50 
STRAUB S W Woodland Echoes. A choiet" collection of vocal music for aU pub .. 
hc sch~ls: ac~demies, and singing schools, contain in, a complete and PfOlreal!ve 
I mentary course and a la rge colieCI.on of vocal musIc for schools , claucs, concerti! 
::d the home. 160p. 8vo, bds. Cluc.: 7a"se*, MeClurrlr Co ..... , ... ..... ... . SO 
WENTWORTH,G.A. Elements of geometry. 8398 p, 12mo, hf. mor. B.,ttJIJ .. 
Gi"n & Heatl,. .... . .. .. ...... . .. .. ............... . .. . ..... . . ... ....... .. ..• •. I 25 
VONGE, Charloue M. Youn~ folks' history of Greece. nmo, lIlus. Bolt.: D,. 
uthrDP b' CD.... .......... ...... . ... .. ... ........... . y< .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ... • SO 
TElCHEIlS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
The editors of the Wall.KLY Invllc the officen 0( the lUchc",' .nod.,lo ... 10 tod pr0-
grammes of meetin .. for_ly publlcall.. . Br(q re""", of p_lop aro a110 l'equnlod. 
EASTERN OHIO TEACHERS' ASSOClATI N • 
W;I~:!::r.:; ~~~~~ r.~~ :=. E':'~;.;:"~~f~·. ~i:al'!' ~dd~~ 
Unwr",.n LeaIO .. of 'he Scho"!/' Hon. J. r 1lu~1 Sla •• School C_ .. ltI._ : I'To IJa 
Educated," Supt. W. D. Lash ""ovUle : 'The w oe" 01 dtc Tache .... I . W. And,...,.. 
D. D .• Presldenl Mari.lla CoIICl!" : "The Tach ... DOI ,h. CI .... " !'uIK. W. J. ""'''', 
Cadiz: "Burns." Prof. Alea. Forba, Oeft-land ; 1::00 P. M..-Dtua.lon. tlO'!fl:taGIO 
Schoolt . SoturJ4J'.N..,. JO.~:oo A . ... - Add ...... H ..... R.O.Rt .... rdt laIC So ....... :!iIU .... 
viII. : "Stra.egy." SUpl. Ed.anl £. HCI!'l', Coohocton: "n.. __ 01 IldUcadOll," 
Prof. John <>iden. Wonhlol'oo N ormal SChool : .. V .... I .DOI Ph,. cal Cuhu ...... Ill ... Kj!~~I~~~':l~~:::V!\tU·bc pracnl 10 opm til_ dlscwalon on ,ho .. ri..... .......... AU 
are In.,ited to be pruent. 
MISTAKES IN TEACHING. 
It is a mistake 10 try to teach without hu'", Rood oruCf. 
It is a mistake to IUPpose that chlldnm like to have their own wa,/ al 
sclwlof. 
It is a mistake to think that ordCf meau perfect qilid or atlUneu. 
It is a mistake to try to startle a d ... into helni ordCfI,/. 
It is a mistake (or the teacher to try to drown the nolJe o( hla pupils b,/ 
making a ~ater noise hIlDlel(. 
It is a mistake to call for order In l(eoen1 term., bowevCf quldl,/It ma,/ be bL . 
It is a mistake to ask questlonl to pupils In rotation. 
No pupil should ever kn~w who II llkel,/ to receive a question unUI It bu 
been given. 
It is a mistake to repeat Il question (or the ake o( theMe who do nOl hear 
it the first lime. 
It is a mistake to look fixedl,/ at the pupil who II readlna or anowmnl_ 
It II a mistake to assign lessonl wltbout previousl,/ ex"laInl", them. 
-c. ... tI. SrI.., 7-""". 
TEACH CURRENT EVENTS. 
IN our Higb Schools, and in the hilhest grades o( Grammar ScboolJ, _e time Ihould be devoted each day to Ow,."" NtfM. A (ew pupil. wlll 
be found well informed; tbe lafie majoril), are lamentabl,/ IlI"orant 0( 1IIIt-
rent events. Some pan of the blaekt-nlaurface might be IClt aput u a 
"Bulletin" upon which Ibould be tranacribed .. conelMI)' u .-Ible the Im-
portant neWi 01 the day. Umlted apace would" quire c1eMe .mllln)'. The 
pupils themselves might select the edlton (or abon tenos 0( lel'¥lce, the edl. 
ton being excuaed (or the time (1'0lIl rurther work In comPll'lnoa. A r_ 
moments given to Il l(eneralstudy o( the outllne·or newt
1 
wftb lllapl opened, 
would prove Il fine lesson In Geograph)'. Knowledl(e Of the put hbtory 0( 
the peoples or places woulli he re.lvect. The pupil', _1M or m\ace1laneou 
realiiog mlgbt be modified and made more pcocI. uctlve or good by connectina 
it with current even"- The value o( .uch an exft'CiM mtllt or _1M dfpe1ld 
upon the iDtellll(ence and judgment or the leacher, and DO alDcle eam:lle 0( 
the acbool·room would more aurel)' IIl1arge the rOrDler or at, .. ,t1um tbe laall 
-7. L . PUI."". 
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PUBLISHERS'DEPARTMEN.T. 
• BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY will be furnished for 
ten cents each until the supply is exhausted. ! 
Bound volume for 18n, Half Morocco, can be had for 
'5.00. Covers alone, 75 cents. 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the "ext number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the num6er of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
give the postoffice and state from which you wish the ad-
dress changed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, at:"ate meas'ure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
special location is chosen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices, 
in Publishers' Department, 25 cents a line. . 
O~~ir~or;:t~~~~e~~e~~~:~~ ~i~ ~~~~ht;,°r~~~:;~c~~cts . 
da;:~f i!~~:.ld be received' by Saturday noon, preVIOUS to 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains ' three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch fourteen lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. ' 
Address all communications to 
. VAILE & WINCHELL; 
81 Ashland Block, C"br. Clark and Randolph Sts. 
Chicall:o, Ill. 
-J. A. Pierce, of 24-75 Madison Street, Chicago, 
_deals largely in chromo reward cards, assorte<l de-
caleomanie, foreign stamps, old coins, etc. His 
business in this 1ine is probably one of the largest 
i.n Chicago. 
-We especially commend ' the business repre-
sented by the Rock River Paper Company to the 
attention of our readers. Inquiries as to anything 
in tlie line of paper will be promptly answered by 
them. Address J 38 Lake Street, Chicago. 
OPINIONS OF THE WEEKLY. 
THE EDUCAT;ONAL. WEEKLY is the best paper 
on educational matters I receive.-PYOJ. W. L . 
Smit", Deput), Supt. Public Instruclion, Lansing, 
Mic". 
i have read, or at least, carefully examined most 
of the leading educational pu~lications of our 
. country, and I think tbe WEEKLY (ullyequal to the 
best of them.-Ex-Supl. To C. Xi'llit, Cumb .. rland 
Counly, .111. 
I am much pleased witli the "new era" of the 
WEEKLY, ' It has a plump pulse, and a clean tongue, 
and a promise of long life.-Gto. lIf. Hmt/trson, 
Lima Cmltr, Wis. . , 
We believe THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is I"t 
but of all educational papers. Its O'ttspoken, fear-
less, independent manner is worlhy of praise.-
Prin. W. H. Gardnt .. , Hanovtr, II/. 
I find much in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY 
both interesting and instructive.-Prof. J. T. 
Dickinson, Htdding Col/tgt: . 
It should be on the table of every teacber in the 
state.-Libtral D.mocrat,. Co/linS1Jil/t, II/. 
lIS practical sugg.stions have been of inestimable 
value in the school-room.-Geo. E. Fosktll, Louis-
villt, Ky. 
,PLA YS AND DIALOGUES 
For ScltooZs and A1/lateurs, of suitable lengths , from dramas 
to sl/ort fa;rces. .Number of characters, a nd time required 
to suit all . No scenery required. Very popular, and receiv8 
t'ng' llt'rhest praise f rom teachers. Price 15 cents. Send 
for descripti.ve circular. Also the c}uap"st and best A~'r 
P"UHlP 10 the.market . Globes, Maps, Charts, etc., furnished 
at lowest rates. T. S. DENISON 
eyc . 79 Metropolitan BIQI'k, Chicago, til. 
I EMERSON'S . School Furniture 
I 
~ A T-~ N !poR_~,~ .:N. ~,!- . AND APPARAtuS . . 
.. THE EDUCATIO'NAL WEEKLY. /' t-: We manufacture the Improved Patent :7r.ium~h· '. Sch?,,1 
Q L Desk dovetailed. Also the"Study Desk, With ~oldlngLld . 
I 7 e;;~;;~~M~(}kbe. 
to Sun, and aids in- Astron.arnica! and I 
This Globe shows" relations of Earth 
Geographical problems. SIXty other 
kind of Globes, Maps, Blackboards, 
Liquid Slating, E rasers, Charts, Cube 
Root Blocks, etc. Also We have effected an arrangement with the manufacturer 
of Emerson's Patent Binder so as to be able to furnIsh it 
postpaid, large enough to hold tw~ complete volumes of TIle 
Educational Wukly at the following figures: 
Binder of Cloth and Paper . ... . . ....... . . . . . .. ... . $ ·70 
II "Cloth entire ... , . .. . .. , .•....... _ • • . • . • . .80 
" Leather and Cloth . .. . . .......... . , ... 1.10 
This binder is 'in appearance pr~cisely ~ike the co .... e~ of a 
regularly bound book. Its pecuh~r dev,~e for self-bIDding 
consists of two narrow strips of thm steel !ns.erted ltl fi rmly 
glued casings of binders' cloth on each .lOslde edge of the 
back, and working hinge.H.ke, as do the lids. T~e front, or 
left.hand side contains eyelet-holesl from which heavy threads with needles pass through the .papers and tJ:rough 
corresponding eyelets in tire ~ack or rlght-han~. s triP,. an,~ 
are firmly secured in the "cleat 91' fasten~r by _ belaymg 
-a figure 8 tum . The flexible back adjusts Its~lf . to ~ny 
thickness 01 papers, and the s trips hold them as 10. a "ylse, 
qu.as firmly and neatly as if bOll!ld regularly. Penodlcals 
may be s titchea in as they ~re received, or a whole volume 
mrre~dl~~~~:rd!,o:ncd' every necessary part furnished With 
. eaT~~ifi:~~~ given abovea~ theman~facturer's prices, and 
WE PA Y POSTAGE OR EXPRESS 
When they are sent out to any part of the United States or 
CaE.~~:y reader of .the WBB.~L~ should sec~ure this means of 
preserving his papers in a Dice and convement manner. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY 
will be printed in gilt letters on outside of first cover. 
. ) PRICE LIST. 
A few of the leading PUblicatlons' j u ~ 
etc., ftlr which the Binder <i3 .S 
. is adapted. ~ 
o 
Scripture History, etc .. .. . ..... . ... 5~X 7~ I' 4°1' 50S 65 
The Nursery, etc ... .. ..... ........ 6 x 9 40 50 65 
Littell's L iving AlI;e, etc........ . . . 6 x 9~ So 6~ 75 
Popular Science Monthly, etc ..•..• 6?(x 9~ 50 60 75 
rc~ig~~~~~, ~~~I~i~n~~~ 'e't~: ~ . : : : :: : ~~~~~~ ~~ : ~~ 
Albany Law Journal ... ......... . .. 7~XU~ 60 70 80 
Sunday Magazine, etc .. _. ..•... . •. 8 xu * 60· 70 go 
Leslie's Popular Monthly.. .. • . ... 8Uxu~ 65 75 I co 
llottrait Ga.llery... ... ............. 8~ xI'l Ji 6S 75 ( 00 
Educat!onal Weeklr. . ...... . .. .. . 9~X12* ']0 80 I 10 
Leslie's Magazine, J...akeside Lib .. ' 1 9 XI3U 75 go I 20 
Agriculturist, Nation, etc .... . ..... 9X'X J3 U 80 I 00 J 25 
Music . Pattern Bazar, etc . ... .. . . ,. 10~XI4~ 90 I 25 J 50 
Scienti fic American, Wilkes' Spirit II XI6 1 00 I 25 I 60 
Harper' s Wee~ly, Bazar, etc •... . ••. 1I~ X:J7~ I 25 I 50 I 75 
London Graphic.. . . . . . .. . . .. ..... l2~xl8 I 25 I 50 I 75 
Turf, Field and Farm, etc ..... _ . .. 13 XI9 I 50 I 752 25 
New York Weekly , GraphiC, etc ... 14~ X22* I 60 2 00 2 50 
Prairie Farmer, Western Rural, etc J6~X23* I 75 2 25 2 75 
New York Tribune, Herald, etc . .• . J9UX26* 2002 503 2S 
Newspapers, Engravings, etc ...... 22~X29~ 2 7S 3 50", 50 
Maps, DeSigns, etc ...•............ 24~X30* 3 00 3 75 .. 50 
an~~rr~~i:~~~~itr~ri~~~er. The (Library) Binder for private 
Address all orders to 
VAII:.E & WINCHELL, Chicago. 
HENNEQUIN'S MANUAL 
--op-
Questions on tlte :French Grammar, 
PRICE TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
This little Manual affords a means of thorough review for 
st~dents or a . guide to teachers. in examinations. It was 
prepared to meet the requirements for admission to the 
University of Michigan. 
Specimen copies will be sent on receipt of fifteen cents. 
Address the publishers, 
VAILE & WINCHELL, 
-=-________ -r ____ ..:-'-C_·h_ica. gO,IU. 
RUBBER T' YPI 'm~:bl~f i:t: ters~ etc., with • printing appar. 
d~~:~ ~t}B'IlE~a~\r·;E~~.~~~fr:: C:'e~k!rO~i!:: 6c. !d. 
If 
Andrews' Patent NoIseless Slates, 




Very best made. Froebel's 20 Gifts 
SBND POR SPBCIAL CIRCULAKS 
all our goods to 
A. H. ANDREWS & CO., 
211 and 213 Wabash Ave., 
Chicago, JIl. 
L eading M!I,~ie B OOlrR of/h.- Season! 
W . dl d JU,T '00 an PU",-,," >:!>! 
DiY School Sioging-Book. Echoes , 
P RICE SOC. $5 PER D oz. • 
1-:""1 alld chllrrn lDIC t IlO .-1t Pure Ilnd nnble ~"IIIID1P1H ('h ... 
ru5t'~. QU:l rtell~ll. -f rlol. Duell an·1 ~nl' . fI. AllrtlCli \'c ":" -lUt'Ii ' 
t.r., Del'lIrtml'Ol. I.a rlte T .' pe ~ I '1(' 11 "'il'f"ri Olr In tlr. I! " ar ,. II,,! 
~hOO' "11l~lug · bt.ookl . A r." ... ·(utrx.ru " ... 111 - 1 1l ~1I,", ·"II ~ I\ -I _ ll ti"u. 
CONVENTION (~F.W .) 
820pp. Pri£e$I'AND CHOIR $10 per doz. 
" Th ll h"!lt hook ror ~ingh.g C ••• sel, Cbnin lin d (}fln\'enti D' 
e"t"l'r IJulJli!'l hed."-,\. H. HI! il:lgo. Many Eminent TMchers 
and Choristers have adopterl thIs Grand Book. 
CROWN OF GLORY ;UI~~~~~g~I~':lr s;:~~~~ ' I~:;~~;:: 
'='::':'::"'::"':":'---=--'-'-"-!:UiO l't:rtlllZ'·Il. , ' UY IT 
No lIetler Sunday School SI"91n9 'Book in Ellsto"ce . 
GOOD CH~ER ! !~'l~,~;~~.lo~,~~~'r~~~>~~~~·~~:~~ 
=:'::~-:-~~~.~T!!h~e'.!B~e~s'!.1t Book tor thc M ney 
These splendid books are hy N. W . STR \ U I; the 
popular comp?Ser and conven tion conduclOI"'. Eit/lo' 
Book snit on r l'u;jJt of In·ice. Speci I en IIp. rre • 
JANSEN, '.'cCLURG & CO., Publishers Chic.po. 
Elocution by a thorough Teacher 
R ooms are now oyen for 
Saturday CLasses 0/ Teachers. 
A Comprehensive Couroe in Vocal Cul:ure is pre_ 
pared (or delivery before Teachers' In~titutes . 
I¥ir TERMS REASONABLE."Q 
Write for my Analytical Outline. Mailed free. 
en 
G. WALTER DALE, Elocutionist. 
420 \Vabash Ave., Chicago, 111 
WARD'S NATURAL SCIEI'iCE ESTABLISHMENT 
Supplies Cabinents in all departments of Natural Science, 
(or Schools and Colleges. 1 eachers who so d~ire will be 
aided by plans and schedules of what can be furnished tbe'!\ . 
(or given sums which they may indicate. An immense stock 
constantly on hand of Minerals, Rocks, Fossils, Casts of 
Fossils, GeoJo£cal Maps and Models , Skeletonj;. Stuffed 
~~h:i~C~ta~e~, R~U~e:ks, B~hf~~~n:~~ c~:~ds~ 
Corals, Sponges, Foramenifera, etc. dry and in alcohQI. 
Also most interestin5 GJass Models ofInvertebrates,Ameri-
[c.:yjna FOI~~~(.B~ .I~~WAR~e,n!~~~:~,!ahe~~er, N. Y. 
PORTABLE -TURKISH BA'TH. 
A TURKISH BATH in your own room for 
DC. Thi S is secured by a cheap apparatus 
recently patented, for the proouclton of 
Turkish and Vapor Haths, at the cost of th~e 
heat required. It has proved more effccti~e 
than the ordinary Turkish Bath House In " 
~radicating Rheumatism, Asthma, Clltarrh, 
Skin Diseast s, Dyspepsia, and all Nervous 
ana Debiltating Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
PORTABLE TURKISH BATH CO., 
68 East Fourth SL, Cincinnati , Ohio. 
DO not buy Watches, Jewelry, Novelties or NotioJ1J be fOTe sending (or our price list. Se"t /ru. 
cyu LAMOS & CO., Chi"""" 
